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THE IMPENDING DEMISE OF MODERN SIGN REGULATION UNDER
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INTRODUCTION

Even though the First Amendment extends broad protection for
the freedom of speech, when it comes to advertising law, unsympathetic plaintiffs such as pornographers and the Ku Klux Klan enjoy
more public support than billboard companies. Outdoor advertisers
find themselves political pariahs, for they are too closely aligned with
property rights movements and "takings" actions to win a place on the
agendas of traditional civil rights organizations, and too interested in
expanding First Amendment freedoms to garner support from conservative legal foundations. Consequently, the law of outdoor advertising is relegated to a constitutional twilight zone, which results in it
lagging far behind other areas of First Amendment law in its
development.
Much like the adult entertainment industry, the equally unloved
outdoor advertising industry engages in First Amendment challenges
to sign ordinances that are frequently enacted by openly hostile government entities, which see billboards as a blight on urban landscapes.
The fact that outdoor advertising is even less popular than the pornography industry probably derives from the fact that billboards cannot
be consigned to "red light" districts or hidden in brown paper wrappers for subsequent clandestine consumption at home. Since outdoor
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advertising is "big speech" designed to reach the widest possible audience, seclusion or surreptitiousness would defeat its very purpose.
Attitudes about outdoor advertising have come a long way from
the early days when "Citroen" displayed its name in mammoth letters
and bright lights down the side of the Eiffel Tower. At the close of
oral argument in a recent billboard case before the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals, Judge Wallace Tashima asked counsel for the sign
owner the following question: "Counsel, have you seen all the signs on
the highways in Las Vegas? Do you want Oregon to look like that?"'
Visceral reactions, such as Judge Tashima's, tend to crowd out genuine
First Amendment concerns in people's minds, and invite unfortunate
shortcuts through due process.
Paradoxically, the importance and effectiveness of outdoor
advertising as a medium of communication is rapidly growing. Amidst
the communications revolution of inexpensive broadband Internet
and five-hundred channels of television programming, old-fashioned
signs are making a comeback. The reasons are not hard to understand. Cable television and the Internet fragment audiences, while
urbanization continues unabated. Urbanization increases the number
of potential viewers of billboards in cities and along freeways. This, in
turn, increases the impact of billboards because, while the most coveted consumers may be savvy enough to avoid advertising via Tivo or
satellite radio, those same consumers are more likely to commute to
work along freeways. Thus, billboards are increasingly the most reliable means of communicating with a public that spends more time on
the road, but no longer watches television commercials or listens to
radio advertisements.
Over the past two decades, technological change has also pushed
outdoor advertising into the arms of Madison Avenue. The ability to
print crisp, eye-catching graphics on large, portable vinyl sheets, at
relatively low prices, revolutionized the outdoor advertising industry.
The ease and affordability of production allowed outdoor advertisers
to rapidly replace outdated signs with new advertisements. More
importantly, the ability to easily and quickly change advertising copy
on a sign (known as "rotating" the advertising copy, because it is usu1 Audio Tape of Oral Argument, Lombardo v. Warner, 391 F.3d 1008 (9th Cir. 2004) (No.
02-35269) (on file with author). Counsel for Lombardo admirably recovered from this jolt, and
proclaimed that billboards were, to him,.an expression of'liberty, and he would like to see them
everywhere. Id.
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ally moved rather than discarded after one use) meant that each sign
would be fresh and new on a regular basis. This substantially
increased the visual impact of billboards, because fresh copy is always
more eye-catching than old advertisements. Incidentally, this also
promoted standardization of billboard sizes.
Additionally, the ability to rotate advertising copy from sign to
sign promoted the development of national outdoor advertising campaigns. The newest billboards are huge, low-light LCD screens that
change their message every few seconds. Today, national advertising
campaigns take place as much on the ground as over the airwaves.
Moreover, because of billboards' low prices and their ability to communicate with the public twenty-four hours per day (if illumination is
permitted), billboards and wallscapes 2 today are integral to campaigns
promoting television shows, movies, even radio stations and newspapers. Thus, billboards also serve an essential role as the medium that
advertises other media.
This increase in the importance of billboards puts pressure on
highly restrictive outdoor advertising laws, and helps expose the
untenable foundations of modern sign regulation. Content-based regulation is the norm for outdoor advertising; it is the exception everywhere else. For non-commercial speech, content-based regulation is
presumptively unconstitutional absent a compelling governmental
interest. 3 Content-based regulation of commercial speech, on the
other hand, requires only a substantial governmental interest.4 Just as
important, there is rarely a pretense of meeting the latter standard,
and, until recently, no searching judicial review.'
The key to sign regulation is the "onsite/offsite" distinction,
widely believed to have the United States Supreme Court's explicit
blessing in Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego.6 This distinction
works as follows. A typical sign ordinance will permit large signs near
freeways only if the sign identifies the owner of the property or the
2 Signs can be attached to walls as well as freestanding structures. Standard-sized billboards can be affixed to walls, or entire non-standard-sized walls can be turned into huge special
vinyl sheets, sometimes known as "wallscapes."
3 R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 382 (1992); Sable Commc'ns of Cal., Inc. v.
F.C.C., 492 U.S. 115, 126 (1989).
4 Cent. Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp. v. Pub. Serv. Comm'n, 447 U.S.. 557, 565 (1980).
5 See infra Parts II, III.
6 Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 507-08 (1981). Courts will sometimes proclaim that Metromedia clearly endorses the onsite/offsite distinction. See, e.g., Clear
Channel Outdoor v.Los Angeles, 340 F.3d 810, 814 n.3 (9th Cir. 2003).
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primary business activity that is conducted on that property. These
are called "onsite" or "on-premises" signs, and they are not just regulated more leniently, but are, in fact, generally exempt from sign codes
altogether. 8 Advertising somebody else's business, product, or service-indeed, publicizing almost any other message-constitutes an
"offsite" or "off-premises" sign, which is by comparison, heavily regulated.9 Thus, as a practical matter, a property owner who happens to
be near a well-traveled freeway can advertise his or her own business,
but cannot display any other message. Others cannot even pay for the
use of this freeway vantage. This has a number of unfortunate effects.
For example, local chambers of commerce can use these rules to safeguard some of their own members' unique ability to advertise on freeways while prohibiting others from doing so.
This article argues that the onsite/offsite distinction is not only
constitutionally unsupportable, but is in fact, under assault and rapidly
collapsing under its own contradictions. Courts are increasingly reluctant to engage in the contortions necessary to avoid the obvious conclusion that this distinction is impermissibly based on content.
The constitutional ineffectiveness of the on-site/off-site distinction poses additional problems for local officials. When existing ordinances are invalidated, billboard companies can strike with lightning
speed in erecting new signs. Worse, the mechanism for challenging an
unconstitutional sign ordinance is to put up a billboard-or a dozenand then file suit. Success means the signs stand, often in places
where local officials despise having commercial billboards. On the
other hand, local officials could have easily prohibited these signs with
a content-neutral ordinance. Unless state and local governments realize the need for substantial change soon, and adopt new content-neutral ordinances, the result may be the very aesthetic calamity that the
sign regulations were intended to prevent.
The breaking point for these ordinances has been their effect on
non-commercial speech. Non-commercial messages on billboards are
also heavily restricted under these standard statutory schemes (or governed under separate rules for political signage). 0 To illustrate the
result, consider a hypothetical new condominium development, per7 See infra Part I.
8 See infra Part I.
9 See infra Part I.
10 See, e.g., CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE § 5405.3 (2007) (concerning "Temporary Political
Signs").
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haps with a name like "Parkway Plaza," near a gritty major roadway.
It cannot legally erect a sign which says, "Choose Life!" because that
message is not related to the "primary business activity" conducted on
that property; however, under current laws, it can post a sign that says,
"Choose Life at Parkway Plaza!" Since courts have primarily
responded to the political specter of proliferating offsite signage, it has
taken the courts a surprisingly long time to acknowledge that such
regulations raise fairly obvious First Amendment issues.
To protect these rules, some courts have even gone so far as to
conclude that the onsite/offsite distinction is not content-based at all, a
reading that cannot survive honest analysis. 1 Other scholars have
argued a bit more convincingly that even if the onsite/offsite distinction is "technically content-based," it is not worthy of constitutional
protection because "it is very unlikely that the government would use
it to control speech or that it would distort public debate."1 2
These comments miss the mark entirely. While bloggers and television reach nationwide audiences, the principle behind representative
government in the United States results in the populace being divided
into subgroups based exclusively on geography. 3 Therefore, in the
United States, local, not national, media markets are the primary
locus of political advertising. However, even local television is succumbing to media concentration, and advertising expenses can be
costly. It is easy to see outdoor advertising's allure-billboards are
relatively inexpensive and geographically focused. Billboards are
available to normally marginalized groups that may not have the
funds to pay for other forms of advertising. Thus, intentional or not,
the control of outdoor signage is not a politically neutral endeavor.
As a result of these sociological, technological, and legal changes
the onsite/offsite distinction is under serious threat. The drumbeat to
retreat from this distinction can be measured by the recent Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals's decision, which held that Metromedia's holding was limited to fixed billboards instead of just the "unique"
I'

See, e.g., Rappa v. New Castle County, 18 F.3d 1043, 1067 (3d Cir. 1994).

12 Mark Cordes, Sign Regulation After Ladue: Examining the Evolving Limits of First

Amendment Protection, 74 NEB. L. REV. 36, 77 n.257 (1995); see also Geoffrey R. Stone, Content
Regulation and the First Amendment, 25 WM. & MARY L. REV. 189 (1983) (analyzing policy
reasons for prohibiting content-based restrictions).
13 Other choices are possible. The Irish constitution, for example, provides that the Senate
shall be elected by universities and occupational groupings. IR. CONST. art. 18, 4.
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properties of billboards. 4 The court then struck down the restrictive
ordinance on portable or temporary signs.'" Such a limiting of the
scope of a decision is often the first step on the road to overturning it.
Even more broadly, the onsite/offsite distinction will likely be a
casualty of the growing pressure in federal jurisprudence to address
the differing treatment of "commercial" and "non-commercial"
speech. The distinction between commercial and non-commercial
speech was never obvious, 6 and sophisticated advertising techniques
can blur the lines even more. To note one example, a billboard operator puts up a sign that reads, "Jesus: The Reason for the Season."
While this sign seems indisputably non-commercial, and thus deserving of full First Amendment protection, the sign may actually be part
of a commercial advertising program if the color scheme and font indicate a business. 1 The real message is often the subtext that a particular company shares certain values with potential customers. Almost
any public-service message can be subtly commercial in this way. Put
another way, very few messages that cost several thousand dollars
each are actually intended to generate no commercial benefit whatsoever for the speaker.
The final blow for the onsite/offsite distinction may be coming
not from federal courts, but from the states. In California, for example, the California Supreme Court has already decreed that the
(lower) federal First Amendment standard for regulating commercial
speech is not good law under California's constitution.18 Commercial
speech and non-commercial speech must be accorded equal protection, as Article I of the California Constitution declares, "[e]very person may freely speak, write and publish his or her sentiments on all
subjects."' 9 It remains to be seen how such decisions will interact with
the Federal Highway Beautification Act, which requires states to
enter into agreements with the United States Secretary of Transportation to create "effective control" over offsite billboards or face denial
14 Ballen v. City of Redmond, 466 F.3d 736, 744 (9th Cir. 2006).

Id.
See, e.g., Nike, Inc. v. Kasky, 539 U.S. 654, 677 (2003) (Breyer and O'Connor, JJ.,
dissenting).
17 For example, such a message in the Coca-Cola script would be powerful, as that script is
likely even more widely recognized than the assertion about the origin and purpose of the
Christmas holiday.
18 Gerawan Farming, Inc. v. Lyons, 12 P.3d 720 (Cal. 2000).
19 CAL. CONST., art. I.
15

16
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of highway funds.20 In time, we can expect the United States Supreme
Court to reconsider the framework of commercial speech regulation
altogether.
This article addresses the approaching demise of the onsite/offsite
distinction and the foundations of modern sign regulation under the
state and federal constitutional provisions respecting the freedom of
speech. Part I of this article introduces the foundations of outdoor
advertising law, and the developments in the medium that brought
outdoor advertising from the marginal efforts of painters and pirate
posters to a major communications medium.
Part II traces the rise of commercial speech to its current halfway
house in First Amendment jurisprudence, with particular emphasis on
how Metromedia set the jurisprudential table at which outdoor advertisers now sit. Part III of this article then re-examines Metromedia
and its endorsement of the onsite/offsite distinction, explaining how
subsequent changes in First Amendment jurisprudence made the decision untenable. Part III also analyzes how the argument against the
onsite/offsite distinction is advancing through the courts. Part IV then
discusses the politics of outdoor advertising and the surprising new
position of free speech in state constitutions, as it begins to diverge
from federal constitutional law.
The conclusion describes the sorts of truly content-neutral restrictions that may continue to permit limited aesthetic regulation of
signage. The whole country does not have to "look like Las Vegas."
However, if local governments continue to gamble on the viability of
the outmoded onsite/offsite distinction as the regulatory mechanism
for establishing effective control over outdoor signage, they can only
lose.
I.

SIGNS OF THE TIMES: OUTDOOR ADVERTISING AND
REGULATION TODAY

A.

Developments in Outdoor Advertising

A little over a decade ago, billboards and the law of outdoor
advertising seemed, to some, to have completed their evolution.
"[M]etromedia and its progeny clearly define First Amendment constitutional confines for city planners attempting to draft a sustainable
20 Federal Highway Beautification Act (FHBA), 23 U.S.C. § 131 (2007).
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billboard ordinance."'" Traditionally, signs were painted by hand, and
the labor costs were substantial.22 As a result, advertising copy was
infrequently changed. The main use of billboards was by local businesses, who advertised their existence to travelers on nearby highways
and freeways.2 3
However, in the 1990s, it became possible for the first time to
inexpensively produce much better, crisper graphics by printing them
on enormous vinyl sheets. 4 This method quickly became widespread.
At the same time, state and local governments enacted increasingly
restrictive sign ordinances as urban renewal efforts in inner cities took
root.
As costs to the billboard operator plummeted, scarcity increased
sign value. In addition, the new inexpensive vinyls allowed for frequent (monthly or even weekly) rotation of messages, which substantially improved the effectiveness of outdoor advertising. 2 Computergenerated vinyl-printed signs also encouraged production of signs of a
uniform size on freestanding structures, guaranteeing interchangeability and easy access to sign operators.
At the turn of the millennium, cable television and the Internet,
which focused on micromarketing and niche media markets, dramatically increased the impact of the outdoor advertising trend. The relative value of outdoor advertising in reaching across demographic
boundaries increased accordingly. While billboards began as a second-run advertising medium for local businesses or those who could
not afford television advertising, billboards are now frequently used
by national advertising campaigns for Coca-Cola, Apple's iPod, and
the latest Hollywood blockbusters. Moreover, this trend shows no
21 Katherine Dunn Parsons, Billboard Regulation After Metromedia and Lucas, 31 Hous.

L. REV. 1555, 1581 (1995).
22 See Comments of Outdoor Advertising Association of America before the Federal Trade
Commission Regarding the Staff Report on Cigarette Advertising, File No. 792-3204, available at
http://tobaccodocuments.org/nysa-ti-s4/TI05390074.html (last visited July 19, 2007).
23 The term "freeway" was coined to distinguish new public limited-access roads from turnpikes and toll roads. Today, it has come to mean all limited-access highways, including what are
sometimes unfortunately called "toll freeways."
24 See Timeline of Outdoor Advertising, Outdoor Advertising Association of America,
http://www.oaaa.org/outdoor/sales/history.asp (last visited July 19, 2007).
25 For example, in 2006, signs appeared around the country warning of "6/6/06" (a movie
advertisement) with increasingly menacing messages changed frequently in the run up to the
theatrical release on that date.
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sign of slowing down in the future. As a result, industry profits in
outdoor advertising have concomitantly soared.2 6
Several market factors helped bring about this new prosperity for
billboard operators. A lack of public market information and
extremely long-term "leases ' 27 have kept payments to property owners very low, placing all the new wealth in the hands of billboard operators. In 1981, the United States Supreme Court found that individual
billboards had a fair market value "between $2,000 and $25,000" in
metropolitan San Diego.28 Today, a good urban billboard can earn
that sort of money each month. 29 Well-placed signs can easily be
worth over $1 million each.3" For example, a billboard operator might
be paying a fixed rent of $500 per month to a property owner for the

right to maintain a sign that now earns $15,000 per month in revenue.
This increase in profits for billboard operators, as well as the size of
the revenue at stake, has led to broad-scale battles over billboard

ordinances.
However, while traditional media markets have gradually undergone national homogenization and consolidation, billboard markets

failed to do so. Networks such as CBS (formerly Viacom), Clear
Channel, and Lamar are huge national players, but their reach is limited. There are no "network effects" for billboards-i.e., a billboard is
26 See Paul R. La Monica, Look Up! Big Bucks in Billboards, Apr. 5, 2006, http://money.
cnn.com/2006/04/05/news/companies/billboards/index.htm.
27 While billboard companies sign "lease agreements" with property owners for placement
of signs, these are not real property interests, but simple contractual rights to place fixtures.
These leases are frequently very long-term leases, lasting between 10 to 40 years. See, e.g., Clear
Channel Outdoor, Inc. v. Schrem P'ship, No. 57326-8-I, 2007 WL 1589435 (Wash. Ct. App. 1
June 04, 2007) (fifteen year lease on subject signs); Hoey Outdoor Adver., Inc. v. Estate of
Johnson, 721 N.W.2d 157 (Wis. Ct. App. 2006) (unpublished table decision) (two year lease with
two ten year term extensions); Lamar Advantage G.P. Co. v. Addison Park Dist., 820 N.E.2d
626, 627 (I11.
App. Ct. 2004) (fifteen year lease); Coral Springs St. Sys., Inc. v. City of Sunrise, 371
F.3d 1320, 1324 (11th Cir. 2004) (twenty year lease); Randol v. Drury Sw. Signs, Inc., 114 S.W.3d
338, 340 (Mo. Ct. App. 2003) (seven five year terms at sign company's discretion); Scenic Galveston, Inc. v. Infinity Outdoor, Inc., 151 F. Supp.2d 812, 817 (S.D. Tex. 2001) (forty year lease).
28 Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 496 (1981); Comm'r of Transp. v.
Rocky Mountain, LLC, 894 A.2d 259, 280 (Conn. 2006) (ninety-nine year lease).
29 See, e.g., Claudia Peschiutta, Proposed Limits Irk Billboard Landlords, L.A. Bus. J.,
Mar. 25, 2002, at 3, available at 2002 WLNR 10555955 (signs up to $25,000 per month); Clear
Channel Standard Rates for San Francisco Bay Area, http://ratecard.clearchannel.com (last visited June 27, 2007) (average of billboard bulletins: $6,400).
30 See, e.g., Regency Outdoor Adver., Inc. v. City of Los Angeles, 139 P.3d 119, 122 (Cal.
2006); Rich v. Outdoor Media Dimensions, Inc., No. 04-16363, 2006 WL 1586335 (9th Cir. 2006)
(Nevada billboards in a secondary media market earn $5,000 per month).
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no more valuable for being part of a large network.3 1 That is because,
to use a hackneyed phrase, only three things matter for a billboard:
location, location, location.3 2 A small player with a few good signs is
in just as good a position to profit as a larger player with the same
signs, and therefore the small player is under minimal pressure to
merge or consolidate.
Another reason that a small player can compete effectively in the
billboard market is that there are no particular advantages to scale in

the billboard market. Media brokers connect local sign operators with
national advertising clients. Additionally, in comparison with almost
any other medium, except for the Internet, barriers to entry in the
signage market are low.3 3

Because the outdoor advertising industry is not comprised of
large conglomerates, outdoor advertising has a different litigation
model than the rest of the communications industry. This model con-

sists mostly of scattered litigation by numerous smaller participants in

the market.3 4 Unlike the telecommunications and television industries, outdoor advertisers litigate few large nationwide cases. In fact,
only a small number of large nationwide law firms even have an outdoor advertising litigation practice. Thus, this area of the law has
been very slow to change.

31 A. Douglas Melamed, Panel III: Does Regulation Promote Efficiency in Network Industries?: Network Industries and Antitrust, 23 HARV. J.L. & PUB. POL'Y 147, 148 (1999) (explaining
that "network effects" exist in communications industry where products increase in value to
purchasers or consumers with more users).
32 In a private conversation, an advertiser recounted to me the story of a famous actor and
his agent having a final "deal meeting" with a producer at a restaurant in West Hollywood. The
actor reportedly agreed to appear in the movie if (he indicated out the window) his face would
appear on a particular billboard. It was agreed. For obvious reasons, the billboard operator was
not informed when the studio negotiated for the billboard site. The lesson, however, was about
the crucial importance of location.
33 The cost of entry into the market is the purchase or construction of a billboard or wall
sign. For wall signs, the actual up-front costs consist of clips, hooks, and the legal costs of seeking a permit, which is scarcely comparable to the cost of creating a television station.
34 A survey of the cases cited in this article, for example, reveals the relatively lower profile
of the larger competitors.
35 Outdoor Advertising Association of America, Inc., Attorney, http://www.oaaa.org/pdf/
Roster.pdf (last visited June 27, 2007) (showing that OAAA has approximately forty law firms as
members, most of which are very local).
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The State of Outdoor Advertising Law
1. Federal Highway Beautification Act

Billboard regulation began in earnest in 1965 with a bill bearing
the somewhat Orwellian title, the Federal Highway Beautification Act
("FHBA"). 36 This bill came about because billboards proliferated
with the rise of the automobile and the construction of the interstate
freeway system during the middle of the twentieth century.37 At that
particularly in
time, billboards were sprouting all along highways,
38
passersby.
few
had
previously
that
areas
rural
The FHBA required that federal highway funds be withheld from
any state that the United States Secretary of Transportation determined "[had] not made provision[s] for effective control of the erection and maintenance ... of outdoor advertising signs. ' 39 This statute
included the legislative finding that outdoor advertising signs "should
be controlled in order to protect the public investment in such highways, to promote the safety and recreational value of public travel,
and to preserve natural beauty."4 Thus, safety and aesthetics were
the primary legal justifications for FHBA's establishment of "effective
control" of billboards.
The FHBA did, however, exempt signs "advertising activities
conducted on the property on which they are located."'" Thus, advertising "offsite" businesses was substantially restricted along the interstate highway system, but advertising "onsite" business was not. This
distinction was made with complete disregard for the First Amendment, because in 1965, First Amendment case law had not yet developed any significant protections for commercial speech.42
36 FHBA, 23 U.S.C. § 131 (2005). In 1958, Congress passed the first outdoor advertising
legislation, known as the "Bonus Act" (Pub. L. No. 85-381), which provided some mild incentives for control of billboards (an extra 1.5% in highway funds for those segments of freeway
controlled). It was replaced by the comprehensive FHBA, and its remnants codified at 23 U.S.C.
1310).
37 Charles Reagan Wilson, Battlefields and Tourist Traps, NEWS & OBSERVER (Raleigh,
NC), May 14, 2006, available at 2006 WLNR 8295217.
38 Rutherford H. Platt, Toward Ecological Cities, INT'L. J. PHYTOREMEDIATION, June 1,
2004, available at 2004 WLNR 15122396.
39 FHBA § 131(b).
40 Id. § 131(a).
41 Id. § 131(c)( 3).
42 Valentine v. Chrestensen, 316 U.S. 52, 54-55 (1942) ("This court has unequivocally held
that the streets are proper places for the exercise of the freedom of communicating information
and disseminating opinion and that, though the states and municipalities may appropriately regulate the privilege in the public interest, they may not unduly burden or proscribe its employ-
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The Ubiquity of the Onsite/Offsite Distinction

It is difficult to overstate the fundamental nature of the onsite/
offsite distinction in modern outdoor advertising law because this distinction has become the foundation for the classification of all
signage. 43 In general, onsite signs (sometimes called "on-premises"
signs) are those that advertise the "primary business activity" conducted on the premises. All other signs are considered offsite. Curiously, even though its enforcement requires analysis of both content
and context, this distinction has never been viewed as an impermissible content-based distinction.'
Examining the variously-worded enactments of the onsite/offsite
distinction in more detail shows that while there has never been a single nationwide definition of onsite and offsite signage, the distinction
is uniformly observed. Los Angeles, for example, defines an offsite
sign as: "A sign which displays any message directing attention to a
business, product, service, profession, commodity, activity, event, person, institution, or any other commercial message, which is generally
conducted, sold, manufactured, produced, offered, or occurs elsewhere than on the premises where the sign is located. '45 Los Angeles
defines an onsite sign as anything other than an offsite sign.46
New York City, on the other hand, does not use the terms
"onsite" and "offsite," but makes the same distinction. It simply
restricts the sign code to certain "Advertising Signs," defined as: "All
signs, other than non-commercial, larger than 200 square feet, unless it
is apparent from the copy and/or depictions on the sign that it is used
ment in these public thoroughfares. We are equally clear that the Constitution imposes no such
restraint on government as respects purely commercial advertising."); see infra Part III.
43 See, e.g., FHBA §§ 131(c)( 2)-( 3) (2007); 23 C.F.R. § 750.105(a)( 4) (1973); CAL. Bus. &
PROF. CODE § 5272 (2007); CAL. CODE REGS. Tit. 4, § 2243 (2007); D.C. ST. § 6-1601 (2007);
L.A., CAL. MUN. CODE § 91.6205.11(11) (2007); MICH. COMP. L. ANN. § 252.302 (2007); N.Y.
COMP. CODES R. & REos. tit. 17, § 150.4 (2007); TENN. CODE ANN. § 13-7-208 (2007); VA. CODE
ANN. § 33.1-356 (2007); Wyo. STAT. ANN. § 24-10-106 (2007). This list is illustrative, not
comprehensive.
44 For obvious political reasons, outdoor advertisers have never brought legal challenges to
the obscenity restrictions on billboards, some of which would survive in few other media. For
example: "No person shall display or cause or permit to be displayed upon any advertising structure or sign, any statements or words of an obscene, indecent, or immoral character, or any
picture or illustration of any human figure in such detail as to offend public morals or decency,
or any other matter or thing of an obscene, indecent, or immoral character." CAL. Bus. & PROF.
CODE § 5402.
45 L.A., CAL. MUN. CODE §
46

Id.

91.6203 (2007).
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to direct the attention of47 vehicular and pedestrian traffic to the business on the zoning lot."
Clever sign operators may have noted the nebulous nature of the
term "business activity;" a fact that may have led them to argue that
signs in empty lots are onsite signs, because "offsite advertising" is the
only business activity conducted on the premises. For political, if not
legal, reasons, I know of no instance where this strategy has
succeeded.
Indeed, the onsite/offsite framework is so broad that it is not limited to billboards, but extends to the entire sign industry. For example, the Texas Sign Association limits its members to producers of
onsite signs only.48
3.

The Modern Censor: Outdoor Advertising Law Today

The urge to regulate billboards is, of course, related to the "Not
In My Backyard" ("NIMBY") phenomenon.4 9 However, if that was
that the only story here, there would be little to discuss. The problem
is that NIMBY does little to explain anything but the public support
for the idea of restrictive sign codes, not the sign codes' actual curious
content.
Outdoor sign regulation has generally followed a time-tested philosophy of divide and conquer. Categories of signs have proliferated
with differential treatment for each. For example, Los Angeles recognizes the following sign categories: identification sign, information
sign, monument sign, mural sign, pole sign, projecting sign, roof sign,
supergraphic sign, temporary sign, wall sign, combination sign, and
temporary political sign.5" Each of these categories has its own rules.51
Tit. 1 §§ 49-01, 49-43 (2005).
Texas Sign Association, Purpose, http://www.txsigns.org/membership/mission.html (last
visited June 18, 2007).
49 NIMBY is an acronym that stands for "Not In My Backyard" and is often cited as an
explanation for local activism and opposition to necessary but unpleasant urban planning.
50 L.A., CAL. MUN. CODE § 91.6203.
51 See, e.g., L.A., CAL. MUN. CODE § 91.6205.11 (2007) (prohibiting supergraphic signs
except when adopted pursuant to specific plan or development agreement); id. § 91.6208 (regulating monument signs, including the requirement in L.A., CAL. MUN. CODE § 91.6208.4 that
these "shall have a horizontal dimension equal to or greater than their vertical dimension"); id.
§ 91.6209 (regulating projecting signs); id. § 91.6210 (regulating wall signs); id. § 91.6211 (regulating illuminated architectural canopy signs); id. § 91.6212 (regulating pole signs); id. § 91.6213
(regulating roof signs); id. § 91.6217 (regulating mural signs); id. § 91.6216 (regulating temporary
signs).
47 NEW YORK CITY RULES AND REGULATIONS,
48
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Whether this taxonomy will be considered by courts as contentbased or content-neutral regulation is unclear. A "temporary political
sign," for example, is plainly a content-based legal classification.
Other regulations are more mixed. For example, Los Angeles permits
painted murals, but does not allow more than three percent of the
mural to consist of text. 2 How the city council decided on three percent rather than one, two, five or ten percent is unclear. The idea, of
course, is that by reducing available text, the city would discourage
commercial advertising in favor of cultural products. This has not
been a successful strategy. It has instead promoted large murals that
show pictures of the product for sale (e.g., the famed Absolut Vodka
billboards), or symbols, such as the Nike "swoosh" or automobile
logos. Apple pioneered this concept in 1997 with its signs of Einstein,
Helen Keller, and others, the Apple Logo, and the small, grammatically questionable slogan "think different."5 3 In practical effect, these
restrictions run directly counter to First Amendment philosophy, as
they weigh far more heavily on political speech, which consists of
ideas that cannot be effectively communicated in pictures. The per se
aesthetic preference for pictures over words is also in some constitutional doubt, as it runs counter to the train of First Amendment cases
lauding political speech.54
This differential treatment of the various types of signs has led to
exemptions from regulation for certain types of outdoor signs. For
example, the FHBA has a specific exemption for signs erected by nonMany
profit corporations that advertise free coffee to travelers.
56
states have adopted this exemption. Exemptions for certain offsite
signs are crucial for advertising the tourist-related businesses located
on these "scenic" highways.
In addition, various local sign codes are riddled with exceptions
to permit requirements, almost all of which are content-based, either
Id. § 91.6203.
Seibold, Think Different Campaign Revealed, August 4, 1997, http://www.
applematters.comlindex.php/sectionhistory/2006/08/04/.
54 See, e.g., Buckley v. Am. Constitutional Law Found., Inc., 525 U.S. 182 (1999); Nat'l
Endowment for the Arts v. Finley, 524 U.S. 569 (1998); Bd. of County Comm'rs v. Umbehr, 518
U.S. 668 (1996); McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Comm'n, 514 U.S. 334 (1995); Meyer v. Grant, 486
U.S. 414 (1988); Boos v. Barry, 485 U.S. 312 (1988).
55 23 U.S.C. § 131(c)( 5) (2007).
56 CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE. § 5442.5(e) (2007). This ludicrous provision is likely intended
to benefit Junior Chambers of Commerce who sometimes make free coffee part of their
outreach.
52

53 Chris
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in whole or in part. The following are some of the exceptions to gen57
eral offsite sign bans in California and Florida: farm fruit stands;
types of "street furniture" (in the City and County of San Francisco
only);5 8 signs stating only the name of the property owner;5 9 signs
prohibiting hunting and fishing or trespassing;6 0 signs owned by and
relating to the facilities and activities of churches, civic organizations,
fraternal organizations, charitable organizations, or units and agencies
of government; 6' and in one rural area, signs not in excess of sixteen
square feet, "denoting only the name of the business and the distance
and direction to the business. "62
The goal of savvy regulators is to frame these distinctions as content-neutral, time/place/manner restrictions, requiring only that they
be narrowly tailored to serve a significant governmental interest.63
The strained reasoning employed to achieve this goal is that the
onsite/offsite regulations do not bar any content, but only regulate its
location.64 In a classic example, a gas station owner can put up a sign
that says "Buy Gas at Nancy's" on her property, but cannot put the
same sign twenty miles down the road. Similarly, a McGriddle advertisement can be displayed on a billboard over McDonald's property,
just not at Nancy's Gas Station. Ergo, no content is actually forbidden. Amazingly, this sort of argument has enjoyed currency nationwide. 65 However, with the rise of First Amendment commercial
speech protections in the late 1970s, these regulations finally came
under attack as violations of fundamental rights.
II.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL RISE OF COMMERCIAL SPEECH

A.

Central Hudson

In 1980 the United States Supreme Court issued its Central Hudson decision, which remains the touchstone of federal jurisprudence
57 Id. § 5405.5.
58 Id. § 5408.7(b).
59 FL. STAT. ANN. § 479.16(8) (2007).

60 Id. § 479.16(11).
61 Id. § 479.16(12).
62 Id. § 479.16(15).

63 Clark v. Cmty. for Creative Non-Violence, 468 U.S. 288 (1984).
64 Lombardo v. Warner, 353 F.3d 774, 778 (9th Cir. 2003), vacated, 371 F.3d 538 (9th Cir.
2004).
65 See, e.g., Covenant Media of Ill., L.L.C. v. City of Des Plaines, 476 F. Supp. 2d 967, 97879 (N.D. 111.2007).
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regarding commercial speech, although its importance has eroded in
recent years. Its fundamental test is as follows:
In commercial speech cases, then, a four-part analysis has developed.
At the outset, we must determine whether the expression is protected
by the First Amendment. For commercial speech to come within that
provision, it at least must concern lawful activity and not be misleading. Next, we ask whether the asserted governmental interest is substantial. If both inquiries yield positive answers, we must determine
whether the regulation directly advances the governmental interest
asserted, and whether it is not more extensive than is necessary to
serve that interest. 66
This Central Hudson test has been described as a form of "intermediate scrutiny."67 Of course, in the past decade, scrutiny tests of all
sorts have softened and stretched.68 Central Hudson merely brought
commercial speech out of the wilderness. The timing of this case is
not surprising, inasmuch as it coincided with a conservative slide in
the majority of the United States Supreme Court. Arguably, Central
Hudson removed a sphere of economic regulation from federal and
state control, via the Fourteenth Amendment, for the first time since
the 1930s and the demise of the Lochner 69 court.

What Central Hudson did not do is give commercial speech the
full protection accorded to non-commercial speech under the First
Amendment. This runs contrary to the First Amendment, which
makes no textual reference to a commercial/non-commercial distinction in its "freedom of speech" clause. 0 Such ambivalence to commercial speech cases in the United States Supreme Court's
jurisprudence no doubt reflects the unease that more liberal justices
feel in banning economic regulation, as well as the unease that con66 Central Hudson, 447 U.S. 566 (1980).
67 Id. at 573 (Blackmun, J., concurring in judgment).
68 Compare Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620 (1996) with Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558
(2003).
69 Lochner v. New York, 198 U.S. 45 (1905). In W. Coast Hotel Co. v. Parrish, 300 U.S. 379
(1937), the U.S. Supreme Court famously backed away from its previously aggressive role in
striking down economic legislation. By putting advertising in a category of protected speech,
Central Hudson in some ways hearkens back to an earlier era, even while it is couched as a
distinctly modern First Amendment decision. It is not surprising, then, that the political lineup
of justices on commercial speech issues can be confusing.
70 U.S. CONST. amend. I.
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servative justices experience when invoking expansive rights doctrines
of which they might otherwise disapprove. 7' The commercial/noncommercial distinction also reflects the historic fact that commercial
speech regulation is traditionally a matter of local concern, as evidenced by its frequent consignment to zoning code appendices.
B.

44 Liquormart v. Rhode Island

Another set of justices on the fractured United States Supreme
Court addressed, in 44 Liquormart v. Rhode Island,72 the constitutional issues surrounding the regulation of commercial speech. The
majority in 44 Liquormart trumpeted that:
Advertising has been a part of our culture throughout our history....
Indeed, commercial messages played such a central role in public life
prior to the founding that Benjamin Franklin authorized his early
defense of a free press in support of his decision to print, of all things,
and advertisement for voyages to Barbados.7 3
This elevation of commercial speech through the sort of laudatory language normally reserved for political speech is a substantial shift from
the attitude of years past, where the Court pronounced advertising as
"tasteless and excessive. ' 74 It also marks a significant step toward recognizing commercial speech as a legitimate First Amendment form of
expression.75
Even more so than Central Hudson, in 44 Liquormart, the
Supreme Court emphasized that the constitutional justification for
heavier restrictions on commercial speech derives from the state's
interest in protecting the public from false information and decep71 Kathleen M. Sullivan notes that, as free speech cases move away from traditional areas
of political dissent, they become more divisive on the high court. Kathleen M. Sullivan, Sex,
Money, and Groups: Free Speech and Association Decision in the October 1999 Term, 28 PEP. L.
REV. 723 (2001).

72 44 Liquormart, Inc. v. Rhode Island, 517 U.S. 484 (1996).
73 Id. at 495.
74 See, e.g., Va. Bd. of Pharmacy v. Va. Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., 425 U.S. 748, 765

(1976).
75 See, e.g., Bernard W. Bell, Judge White and the Judicial Power: The Populism of Justice
Byron R. White: Media Cases and Beyond, 74 U. Colo. L. Rev. 1425, 1453-55 (2003); Keith B.
Leffler, The Prohibition of Billboard Advertising: An Economic Analysis of the Metromedia
Decision, 1 Sup. Ct. Econ. Rev. 113, 124 (1982) (arguing that external costs cannot explain the
decision, only a perceived lesser value in commercial speech).
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tion.76 The Supreme Court reminded states of "the serious First
Amendment concerns that attend blanket advertising prohibitions
that do not protect consumers from commercial harms."77
At some level, the regulatory perception seems to be that noncommercial speech consists of opinions and ideas whose truthfulness
is unimportant, whereas commercial speech means making representations to the public upon which it is intended that they (financially)
rely.78 Some commentators also favor the argument that commercial
speech deserves less protection because it has less "intrinsic value"
than political speech. 79 To the extent that 44 Liquormart did not sink
the "less intrinsic value" argument altogether, its patriotic lauding of
advertising substantially reduces the argument's effectiveness.
Notably, 44 Liquormart did not establish taste, artistic merit, and
size (per se) as the justifications for a lower level of constitutional protection for commercial speech." That is because the constitutional
rationale for affording only a lower level of protection to commercial
speech has nothing to do with perceived ugliness or size. As noted
below, ugliness and large size only enter the picture once politics
comes into play.8 ' This is evidenced by the fact that the state's interest
in aesthetics is the key rationale invoked by states and municipalities
for regulating outdoor advertising. 2
In 44 Liquormart,Justice Thomas concurred in part, but criticized
the entire commercial/non-commercial distinction. 3 Justice Thomas
indicated that given the chance, he would radically alter First Amendment jurisprudence by banishing the distinction, regardless of the
76 44 Liquormart, 517 U.S. at 501.
77 Id. at 499 (emphasis added). But cf Yoav Hammer, Expressions which Preclude
Rational Processing:The Case for Regulating Non-Commercial Advertisements, 27 WHITtIER L.
REV. 435 (2005) (arguing that the basis for regulating commercial speech is not to prevent fraud
or falsehood, but the likelihood of extreme, non-rational reactions). Hammer's view does not
reflect the traditional justifications advanced for such regulations under Central Hudson, and
runs contrary to the growing legal tide against content-based regulation.
78 Wendy E. Parmet & Jason A. Smith, Free Speech and Public Health: A Population-Based
Approach to the First Amendment, 39 Loy. L.A. L. REV. 363 (2006).
79 Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar Ass'n, 436 U.S. 447, 456 (1978).
80 44 Liquormart, 517 U.S. at 501.
81 See infra Part 11I.
82 See, e.g., Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 530 (1981) (Brennan, J.,
concurring); Ackerley Comm. of Nw., Inc. v. Krochalis, 108 F.3d 1095, 1097 (9th Cir. 1997);
Outdoor Sys., Inc. v. City of Mesa, 997 F.2d 604, 611 (9th Cir. 1993); Baldwin v. Redwood City,
540 F.2d 1360, 1370 (9th Cir. 1976).
83 44 Liquormart, 517 U.S. at 518-19 (Thomas, J., concurring in part and concurring in the
judgment).
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politics involved.84 Since then, he has pointed out that "there is no
philosophical or historical basis for asserting that commercial speech
is of lower value than non-commercial speech. Indeed, I doubt
whether it is even possible to draw a coherent distinction between
commercial and non-commercial speech."85 To date, however, the
Court has not adopted this view.
Instead, in 44 Liquormart,Justice O'Connor (joined by Chief Justice Rehnquist and Justices Souter and Breyer) concurred in the judgment, and explained that Central Hudson's final prong required the
regulation of commercial speech to be "narrowly tailored" to the substantial governmental interest.8 6 However, the 44 Liquormart majority avoided, if not outright evaded, a holding that might affect
billboards by averring that, "[o]ur commercial speech cases recognize
some room for the exercise of legislative judgment."87 No further
effort was made to confront the specific issues concerning the regulation of outdoor advertising raised by the newly-elevated status of
commercial speech. Thus, it is not too much of a stretch to say that
the Supreme Court was uncomfortable applying its newfound respect
for commercial speech to outdoor advertising. In keeping with Justice
O'Connor's custom in other areas of law, 8 the opinion in 44
Liquormart was a pragmatic compromise designed to leave much of
existing law intact. Her departure from the United States Supreme
Court will likely hasten a re-evaluation of outdoor advertising
precedent.
84 Id. at 518-23 ("In cases such as this, in which the government's asserted interest is to
keep legal users of a product or service ignorant in order to manipulate their choices in the
marketplace, the balancing test adopted in [Central Hudson Gas & Elec. Corp.] should not be
applied, in my view. Rather, such an 'interest' is per se illegitimate and can no more justify
regulation of 'commercial' speech than it can justify regulation of 'non-commercial' speech.").
Of course, Justice Thomas may be more interested in lowering protections for both non-commercial and commercial speech, rather than raising both.
85 Lorillard Tobacco Co. v. Reilly, 533 U.S. 525, 574-75 (2001) (Thomas, J., concurring) ("I
have observed previously that there is no 'philosophical or historical basis for asserting that
commercial speech is of lower value than non-commercial speech.' Indeed, I doubt whether it is
even possible to draw a coherent distinction between commercial and non-commercial speech."
(quoting 44 Liquormart, 517 U.S. at 520-522)).
86 44 Liquormart, 517 U.S. at 529.
87 Id. at 508 (citing Metromedia. 453 U.S. at 507-508).
88 See, e.g., Planned Parenthood of Se. Pa. v. Casey, 505 U.S. 833 (1992); Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003). See also Michael P. Allen, Justice O'Connor and the "Right to Die:"
Constitutional Promises Unfulfilled, 14 WM. & MARY BiLL RTS. J. 821, 826 n.29 (2006); Victoria
Ashley, Death Penalty Redux: Justice Sandra Day O'Connor's Role on the Rehnquist Court and
the Future of the Death Penalty in America, 54 BAYLOR L. REV. 407, 415 (2002).
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C. Metromedia and the Onsite/offsite Distinction
1.

The Plurality:A Sign Is Just a Structure

As late as 1978, the United States Supreme Court refused to consider the possibility that billboard regulation raised First Amendment
concerns. 89 The court summarily dismissed an early First Amendment
challenge for want of a substantial federal question.9"
Just three years later, however, in the immediate wake of Central
Hudson, the United States Supreme Court considered Metromedia,
Inc. v. City of San Diego,91 which became the seminal case of outdoor
advertising law. In this case, the Court finally acknowledged some of
the First Amendment implications of billboard regulation. One reason for this change of heart may have been the shifting political winds
of the time. While Richard Nixon authorized mandatory price controls in 1973 and Jimmy Carter rationed gasoline in 1979, during the
Reagan Revolution, command economic policies were no longer en
vogue.9 2 There was good reason for the challengers in Metromedia to
hope that the laissez-faire ideology of the new administration would
lead to new economic freedoms for advertising as well.
The sign ordinance at issue in Metromedia may be considered a
prototype for all modern sign ordinances. The case involved a San
Diego ordinance that permitted only onsite commercial speech.93
Because non-commercial speech was not considered "onsite commercial speech," it was comprehended within the ban. 94 This was the basis
for the constitutional challenge. 95 Obviously, the billboard companies
were not particularly interested in promoting non-commercial speech,
but it was the best mechanism for seeking to invalidate the entire
ordinance.
Perhaps surprisingly, given the clear direction set out in Central
Hudson, the Metromedia court splintered. Justice White announced
the opinion (joined by Justices Stewart, Marshall and Powell), striking
89 Suffolk Outdoor Adver. Co. v. Hulse, 439 U.S. 808 (1978).
90 Id.

91 Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 490.
92 Jane Sneddon Little, Energy Developments in U.S. Energy Markets:A Background Note,
NEW ENG. ECON. REV., Oct. 31, 2000, available at 2000 WLNR 4669547.
93 Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 493-96.
94 Id. at 494 n.2, 495.
95 Id. at 497-98.
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down the sign ordinance at issue as unconstitutional. 96 Justice Brennan (joined by Justice Blackmun) concurred, but on radically different
grounds than those advanced by the plurality. 97 This ideological
melee produced separate dissents by Justices Burger, Stevens, and
Rehnquist. As a legal matter, the precise holding of the fractured
Court depends on how one counts to five on each proposition,
although the plurality opinion as a whole has characteristically
attracted the most attention.
The Metromedia Court went on to hold that the San Diego ordinance was unconstitutional under the First Amendment.9 8 However,
the Metromedia plurality did not find the onsite/offsite distinction to
be a First Amendment violation. 99 The plurality found that the constitutional violation came from the rule regarding non-commercial
speech."' ° In doing so, the Metromedia plurality followed Central
Hudson with a First Amendment jurisprudence founded on a hierarchy of the value of different types of speech.
The plurality's opinion indicates that the Justices sought to inoculate outdoor advertising law against the ever-expanding limitations
imposed by First Amendment rights. This is evidenced by the plurality's declaration that "[e]ach method of communicating ideas is 'a law
unto itself' and that law must reflect the 'differing natures, values,
abuses and dangers' of each method. We deal here with the law of
billboards.' 0 1 Such a resort to a sui generis scheme always leads to
the danger that the decision will be perceived as philosophically and
jurisprudentially unsupportable, a bare assertion that, "billboards are
different." To avoid this charge, the plurality wrote that "because it is
designed to stand out and apart from its surroundings, the billboard
creates a unique set of problems for land-use planning and development."' 2 Translation: billboards are different because they are big
and ugly.
96 Id. at 493-521 ("Because the San Diego ordinance reaches too far into the realm of
protected speech, we conclude that it is unconstitutional on its face.").
97 Justices Brennan and Blackmun would have struck down the ordinance on the ground
that it was an unjustified total ban on a medium of communication. See infra Part II.C(2).
98 Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 521.

99 Id. at 511-12.
1oo Id. at 506, 515, 521.
101 Id. at 501.
102 Id. at 502.
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The plurality in Metromedia also analyzed commercial speech
and non-commercial speech separately. °3 For commercial speech, the
plurality dispensed with most of the Central Hudson test quickly.
Writing for the plurality, Justice White agreed with Central Hudson's
proposition that commercial speech deserved some First Amendment
protection, but he found that that purposes offered for the regulation,
namely traffic safety and aesthetics, were substantial governmental
interests."°4 Justice White "hestitate[d] to disagree with the accumulated common-sense judgments of local lawmakers and of the many
reviewing courts that billboards are real and substantial hazards to
traffic safety."' 5 He further concluded there was nothing improper
about a legislative judgment that billboards are aesthetically harmful:
"[s]uch esthetic judgments are necessarily subjective, defying objective evaluation, and for that reason must be carefully scrutinized to
determine if they are only a public rationalization of an impermissible
purpose . . . [or] ulterior motive."106
Thus, the Metromedia plurality determined that San Diego's commercial speech restrictions satisfied the first two prongs of the Central
Hudson test. 0 7 The inquiry then turned to the third prong-whether
the regulation "directly advanced" the interests of traffic safety and
aesthetics.108 The plurality used two factors as the basis for its conclusion that the onsite/offsite distinction was sufficiently tailored: (1) the
changing content of offsite advertising presents more acute problems
than onsite advertising; (2) identification of businesses is more valuable than general advertising:10 9
[San Diego] could reasonably conclude that a commercial enterprise-as well as the interested public-has a stronger interest in identifying its place of business and advertising the products or services
103 Id. at 504-05 ("Because our cases have consistently distinguished between the constitutional protection afforded commercial as opposed to non-commercial speech, in evaluating
appellants' contention we consider separately the effect of the ordinance on commercial and
non-commercial speech.").
104 Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 507-09.
105 Id. at 509.
106 Id. at 510.
107 Id. at 506-08.
108 Id. at 508-12 ("The more serious question, then, concerns the third of the Central Hudson criteria: Does the ordinance 'directly advance' governmental interests in traffic safety and in
the appearance of the city?").
109 Id. at 511-12.
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available there than it has in using or leasing its available space for the
purpose of advertising commercial enterprises located elsewhere."10
As will be seen below, these justifications have subsequently become
problematic.
The plurality then turned its attention to the San Diego ordinance's regulation of non-commercial speech."i
The Justices were
concerned that the ordinance contained myriad "exceptions" for religious signs, commemorative plaques, historical signs, clocks, and news
tickers. 1 2 Thus, the plurality concluded that a municipality may not
constitutionally distinguish between these sorts of non-commercial
messages and other kinds of non-commercial messages without a compelling state interest.11 3 The plurality pointed out that a law distinguishing between billboards and other non-commercial messages
would be a content-based restriction, which is subject to a higher level
14
of constitutional scrutiny than a time/place/manner restriction.
However, the Metromedia plurality did not hold that the San
Diego ordinance had incorrectly preferred onsite commercial
messages over non-commercial messages. Rather, it held that the
city's substantial interests of traffic safety and aesthetics were not
"directly advanced" by banning non-commercial messages if onsite
commercial messages were permitted there.115 For this reason, Justice
Stevens criticized the plurality for striking down the law on the basis
that the law did not ban enough speech. 116 However, as will be seen
below, most courts have subsequently concluded that this is not what
actually bothered the plurality. The Metromedia plurality opinion has
been read as holding that all non-commercial messages must be permitted in every place where even one non-commercial message is
110 Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 512.
111 Id. at 512-13.
112 Id. at 513-14.
113 Id. at 514-16.
114

Id. at 515-17.

115 Id. at 511-12, 520.
116 Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 540, 554 (Stevens, J., dissenting) ("In sum, I agree with THE
CHIEF JUSTICE that nothing more than a rather doctrinaire application of broad statements
that were made in other contexts may support a conclusion that this ordinance is unconstitutional because it includes a limited group of exceptions that neither separately nor in the aggregate compromise 'our zealous adherence to the principle that the government may not tell the
citizen what he may or may not say."' (quoting Young v. Am. Mini Theatres, Inc. 427 U.S. 50, 63
(1976)).
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However, by denying that banning offsite signs amounted
allowed.'
to a total ban on a medium of communication, the plurality altogether
avoided discussing the importance of signage as a communicative
medium.1 1 8
2.

Brennan's Concurrence

In their concurrence, Justices Brennan and Blackmun criticized
the plurality's analysis as failing to understand the regulation of
signage as a regulation of speech, which should be viewed without
extraordinary deference to local regulatory desires and customs.
a.

Signage as a Medium

In contrast to the plurality in Metromedia, Justices Brennan and
Blackmun considered the issue of signage as a medium to be paramount. 119 They considered the San Diego ordinance a total ban on all
billboards as evidenced by their disagreement with the plurality's
statement that, "a total prohibition of outdoor advertising is not
before us."' z In Justice Brennan's view, the medium was the primary
issue in this case.' 21 "Unlike the on-premises sign, the off-premises
billboard 'is, generally speaking, made available to 'all-comers,' in a
fashion similar to newspaper or broadcasting advertising. It is a forum
for the communication of messages to the public."' 12 2
Thus, Justices Brennan and Blackmun analyzed the San Diego
ordinance as a content-neutral prohibition of an entire medium of
communication. 2 3 This is a medium-centered view of outdoor advertising, because, to analogize to transportation channels, it sees a freeway system rather than individual roads. Under this view, the total
ban was unconstitutional both because it was not narrowly drawn
(because of its manifold exceptions) and because banning an entire
medium of communication was unjustified.' 2 4 Such a ban would be
permissible only if the ban was both narrowly drawn and directly fur117 See infra Part Il.D.
118 Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 515 n.20.
119 Id. at 525-26.
120 Id. at 521-22.
121 Id. at 525-26.
122 Id. at 526.
123 Id. at 526-40.

124 Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 528-30.
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thered the substantial governmental interests at stake, which Brennan
25
did not see in the bare record that so impressed Justice White.1
b.

Talking Straight about Interests

More importantly, Justice Brennan took a dim view of whether a
total ban directly advanced the interests of either traffic safety or aesthetics. Brennan pointed out, "I would not be so quick to accept legal
conclusions in other cases as an adequate substitute for evidence in
'
this case that banning billboards directly furthers traffic safety." t26
In
other words, much like the archaic laws requiring a person to walk in
front of a car waiving a red flag, Brennan understood that the justifications being advanced for sign laws reflected primitive views and
unexamined assumptions about traffic. 27
Justice Brennan also concluded that San Diego failed to show
that the interest in aesthetics was sufficiently substantial in the commercial and industrial areas of the city. 128 Based on the record, it was
not clear that removing billboards made the blighted areas more aesthetically pleasing: "A billboard is not necessarily inconsistent with oil
1 29
storage tanks, blighted areas, or strip development.
This statement shows that Justices Brennan and Blackmun were
ahead of their time. Today, some municipalities promote bold outdoor advertising signs as a civic enhancement. West Hollywood, California, for example, actively promotes "Creative Signs."' 3 0 In fact, the
125 Id. at 528.
126 Id. at 528.

127 Legislative judgments that offsite signs present safety hazards are not uniform. Indeed,
some city ordinances even encourage making signs as visible to traffic as possible. See, e.g., Neal
v. City of Kingman, 817 P.2d 937 (Ariz. 1991) (the municipal sign ordinance required that an
"off-premises" sign "must be oriented toward the street frontage of the zone in which it is
located." The sign was ruled illegal because it was visible to 1-40, but not also to Highway 66).
128 Id. at 530.
129 Id. at 531.
130 W. HOLLYWOOD MUN. CODE § 19.34.060 (2007) "Creative Signs."

A. Purpose. This section establishes standards and procedures for the design, review, and
approval of creative signs. The purposes of this creative sign program are to:
1. Encourage signs of unique design, and that exhibit a high degree of thoughtfulness,
imagination, inventiveness, and spirit; and
2. Provide a process for the application of sign regulations in ways that will allow creatively designed signs that make a positive visual contribution to the overall image of the
city, while mitigating the impacts of large or unusually designed signs
E. Design Quality. The sign shall:
a. Constitute a substantial aesthetic improvement to the site and shall have a positive
visual impact on the surrounding area;
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feature of Sunset Strip in West Hollywood known as the "Tall Walls"
has a minimum size of 5,000 square feet. 31 Typical regulation of signs
in West Hollywood has maximum sizes for billboards. 32 Another
example of signage being used as a civic enhancement can be seen in
New York's Times Square, which happens to display many large and
cleverly-designed signs. Additionally large urban wall murals are
increasingly popular with today's drivers and visitors.
Of course, the constitutional issues raised by favoring "creativity"
and "spirit" are not negligible. Regulations investing such powers in
city commissions are at the edge of the dangerous intersection of aesthetic regulation and free speech. Is advertising ever art? Is the
motive of the speaker determinative? May the Metropolitan Museum
of Art put up a wall-sized mural of Andy Warhol's painting of soup
cans as art, rather than as "commercial speech"? May the Warhol
Museum do so on the major thoroughfare nearby? May the company
that manufactures Campbell's soup? These questions are becoming
harder to answer with the development of First Amendment law.
c.

The Dangers of Commercial Speech as a Legal Classification

In his concurrence, Justice Brennan also confronts the question
immediately raised by the plurality. Namely, could an ordinance
totally ban commercial (offsite) billboards while at the same time permitting non-commercial billboards without violating the First Amendment? 13 3 Brennan's concern is a thread trailing from Central Hudson,
which unfortunately has not been addressed in federal free speech
jurisprudence. The distinction between commercial and non-commercial speech is not obvious in all cases, and there is, arguably, a complete lack of a standard by which to evaluate this distinction.
b. Be of unique design, and exhibit a high degree of thoughtfulness, imagination, inventiveness, and spirit; and
c. Provide strong graphic character through the imaginative use of graphics, color, texture, quality materials, scale, and proportion.
Also, 19.34.080(E) specially regulates and promotes "Creative Billboards."
131 Id. § 19.34.080(l)( 5)( a).
132 The "standard" size for freeway bulletins is 147x48' or 18'x48'. See, e.g., Rennaisance
Media Group, Inc., Standard Billboard Structure Sizes, http://www.rmg-online.com/rmgproducts.
htm (last visited July 18, 2007). The maximum allowable size is typically around 1,200 square
feet. See, e.g., CAL. Bus. & PROF. § 5408(a). However, exceptions are sometimes made for
"wall signs," presumably because they do not require the creation of a new structure, so the
larger sign is not adding to the existing skyline.
133 Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 522 (1981).
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The federal courts' reluctance to address this issue is surprising
given the fact that it is no trivial matter to grant state or municipal
officials the right to determine whether a message is commercial or
non-commercial. Justice Brennan objected to giving cities nearly
unfettered discretion to grant or deny licenses:
I would be unhappy to see city officials dealing with the following
series of billboards and deciding which ones to permit: the first billboard contains the message, "Visit Joe's Ice Cream Shoppe"; the second, "Joe's Ice Cream Shoppe uses only the highest quality dairy
products"; the third, "because Joe thinks that dairy products are good
for you, please shop at Joe's Shoppe"; and the fourth, "Joe says to
support dairy price supports; they mean lower prices for you at his
Shoppe." Or how about some San Diego Padres baseball fans-with
no connection to the team-who together rent a billboard and communicate the message "Support the San Diego Padres, a great baseball
team." May the city decide that a United Automobile Workers billboard with the message "Be a patriot-do not buy Japanese-manufactured cars" is "commercial" and therefore forbid it? What if the same
134
sign is placed by Chrysler?
A good way to understand the state of sign laws in this area is to
contrast their First Amendment treatment to rules concerning campaign fundraising. The United States Supreme Court's holdings concerning restrictions on campaign fundraising openly equate the act of
donating money to politicians with protected political speech.13 5 If
spending money per se deserves full First Amendment protection,
even if that spending is done anonymously, the lesser protection
afforded by Central Hudson to advertising-an actual public speech
act-becomes harder to justify. The seminal case, Buckley v. Valeo,136
which upheld some limits on campaign spending, while striking down
others on First Amendment grounds, could have begun with the premise that spending money is a less valuable speech act than actual
political speech (ori sleeping), 137 but it did not. Of course, Buckley
134 Id. at 538-39.

See, e.g.,' Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976).
Id.
137 Clark v. Cmty. for Creative Non-Violence, 468 U.S. 288 (1984) (protecting right of
protestors against homelessness to stage a "sleep-in" on the National Mall, despite regulations
forbidding overnight camping there).
135

136
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predated Central Hudson, but case law since Buckley has done a better job of wrestling with the First Amendment. 138 By contrast, sign
laws have not developed further in terms of coherent application of
First Amendment principles and consideration of state interests.
3.

The Dissent: TraditionalPolice Powers

On the other hand, Justice Burger, in his dissent, espoused the
most traditional view of all, decrying the limitation on a city's ability
to regulate "large, permanent billboards," which are "traffic hazards
and eyesores."13' 9 Justice Burger asked if a city's choices are really
limited to two options: "banning all signs of any kind whatsoever," or
permitting all "non-commercial" signs, "no matter how numerous,
how large, how damaging to the environment, or how dangerous to
14
motorists and pedestrians?""
However, in taking up this line of
argument, Justice Burger overlooked the obvious. Namely, that there
may be time, place, and manner distinctions applying to all signs,
probably because limitations for onsite signs are historically
negligible.
Justice Burger came closest to the mark when he observed that
"[t]he messages conveyed on San Diego billboards-whether commercial, political, social, or religious-are not inseparable from the
billboards that carry them."'41 This statement shows that Justice Burger had spotted the right issue, but then analyzed it with an archaic
understanding. Twenty-five years later, courts are beginning to recognize that the speaker, the medium, and the message are not so easily
compartmentalized.
By contrast, in his separate dissent, Justice Stevens observed the
curious position of the plurality, in that the plurality "focuse[d] its
attention on the exceptions from the total ban and, somewhat ironically, conclude[d] that the ordinance is an unconstitutional abridgment of speech because it does not abridge enough speech."' 4 2 Justice
Stevens considered the real issue to be whether a city can entirely ban
138 See McConnell v. Fed. Election Comm'n, 540 U.S. 93, 137 (2003) (applying a unique
"closely drawn" scrutiny that is somewhat less than true strict scrutiny, requiring a compelling
governmental interest, but far above the intermediate scrutiny of Central Hudson).
139 Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 555-57 (Burger, J., dissenting) (citing Erznoznick v. City of
Jacksonville, 422 U.S. 205 (1975)).
140 Id. at 564.
141 Id. at 562.
142 Id. at 540 (Stevens, J.,dissenting).
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one medium of communication, to which he responded-unlike Justices Blackmun and Brennan-"yes." Justice Stevens analogized such
a ban to outlawing graffiti, which is also a form of communication. 43
44
Much as he did for eminent domain law in Kelo v. New London,'
Justice Stevens also took an expansive view of police powers vis-A-vis
billboard regulation. However, assertions of traditional police power
have little place in First Amendment law, insofar as assertions of
"police power" are generally intended to foreclose any scrutiny of the
14
relationship between legislative classification and interests. 1
Finally, Justice Rehnquist's dissent offered billboard opponents
their strongest argument. Justice Rehnquist would have upheld a total
ban on billboards on aesthetic grounds alone.' 46 This debate over the
role of aesthetics will be crucial to future constitutional issues if the
onsite/offsite distinction is finally abolished. In the future, if Justice
White's compromise is abandoned, it is likely that the principled
debate between Justices Rehnquist and Brennan in Metromedia will
become the crucial First Amendment discussion.
III.

METROMEDIA REVISITED

A quarter century after Metromedia, the jurisprudential landscape surrounding free speech has changed significantly. In light of
these changes, Metromedia is proving theoretically troublesome, even
anachronistic. In fact, as shown below, the Metromedia decision is
currently under heavy attack.
A.

Advances in the Ideology of Free Speech

It was not until well into the twentieth century that legal advocates of freedom of speech began to enjoy success in the courts in
defining a very broad range of protected expression. Although this
trend began with the Warren Court during the 1960s, expansion of the
sphere of freedom in speech has continued to grow into the 1990s. In
the 1990s, two important advances in First Amendment jurisprudence
make the onsite/offsite distinction increasingly untenable.
143 Id. at 550-551.

144 545 U.S. 469 (2005).
145 Vill. of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365 (1926).
146 Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 570 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting) ("In my view, aesthetic justification alone is sufficient to sustain a total prohibition of billboards within a community.").
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First, the United States Supreme Court, in City of LaDue v. Gilleo, 14 reaffirmed the Metromedia plurality while at the same time
undermining its rationale. The residential property owner in LaDue
wanted to display a sign that read "For Peace in the Gulf" in her window.'4 8 The city's regulations, however, prohibited any sign that was
not in one of ten content-based categories.1 49 The court in LaDue
agreed that, at least for residential property, location is not a contentneutral criterion because the identity of the speaker is part of the message."' This holding has huge implications if extended to commercial
properties or commercial messages.
That extension seems inevitable. As discussed supra, 44
Liquormart lauded commercial speech as a fundamentally important
form of expression. 151 Furthermore, First Amendment rights have
already been extended to corporations and other non-natural persons. 52 The right of Budweiser to proclaim its politics has, for better
or worse, been established. I 53 Does Budweiser have any less right to
proclaim the goodness of its products on signs, and to have these
messages associated, by their location, with the company?
Second, clarity about what it means to be "content-based" is
finally on its way. In Foti v. Menlo Park,a54 the Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeals announced the very sensible principle that a sign regulation is
content-based if the enforcing officer must read the sign to know
whether that regulation applies. 155 It is hard to imagine how the
onsite/offsite distinction can be considered content-neutral under this
principle. A restriction on signs, located in particular places, is not a
content-neutral, "time/place/manner" distinction if the restriction is
allied with the content of those signs. Other courts have yet to follow
Foti, but they cannot avoid it forever. It is, in many ways, just too
147 City of LaDue v. Gilleo, 512 U.S. 43 (1992).
148 Id. at 45.
149 Id.
150 Id. at 56.
151 See supra Part l.B.
152 First Nat'l Bank v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 776-77 (1978).
153 McConnell v. Fed. Election Comm'n, 540 U.S. 93 (2003); Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1
(1976).
154 Foti v. Menlo Park, 146 F.3d 629 (9th Cir. 1998).
155 Id. at 635 ("We determine, however, whether a regulation is content-based or contentneutral in the first instance, without regard to the scope of the statute. Menlo Park's exemptions
for open house signs and safety, traffic, and public informational signs are content-based because
a law enforcement officer must read a sign's message to determine if the sign is exempted from
the ordinance.").
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obvious a point. These advances have serious consequences for the
future viability of the onsite/offsite distinction.
B.

The Continuing Vitality of Brennan's Concurrence

Justice Brennan had it right twenty-five years ago when he wrote
that billboards are a new medium of communication. 156 The total
signage that is available for messages constitutes an important
medium of communication, both for political and social messages, not
just commercial speech. Recognizing that signage is a medium
requires a re-examination of the simplistic notion that signs are
merely subject to traditional zoning laws and do not enjoy First
Amendment protection. The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, for one,
has recently acknowledged the principle that regulations for building
permits must take into First Amendment principles where the permits
address signs.' 57 This decision illustrates that, unlike the Metromedia
plurality's structure-oriented view, a constitutional framework that
treats signage as a medium of communication better captures the free
speech interests at stake. 158
C.

The Lombardo Challenge
1.

Case Facts

Another post-Metromedia case, Lombardo v. Warner,159 brought
the limitations of the Metromedia plurality to light, and also highlighted the Court's fear regarding the practical effect of abandoning a
favored form of speech regulation. In Lombardo, James Lombardo
desired to express his opposition to the George W. Bush administration's invasion of Iraq.16 He also decided to be a test case to challenge the Oregon Motorist Information Act ("OMIA") that favored
156 Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 526 (1981).
157 Valley Outdoor, Inc. v. City of Riverside, 446 F.3d 948 (9th Cir. 2006).
158 The structure versus medium debate echoes another debate at the center of Internet
regulation today. Modern regulation of the Internet is also splintered between those who view
the Internet as a set of different computers in different places, and those who see the Internet
essentially as a place. See, e.g., Jack L. Goldsmith, Against Cyberanarchy, 65 UNIV. CHI. L. REV.
1199 (1998); Samuel F. Miller, Note, PrescriptiveJurisdiction over Internet Activity: The Need to
Define and Establish the Boundaries of Cyberliberty, 10 IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STUD. 227, 229,
254 (2003); Darrel Menthe, Jurisdiction in Cyberspace: A Theory of International Spaces, 4
MICH. TELECOMM. & TECH. L. REV. (1998) (arguing that cyberspace is functionally a 'place').

159 Lombardo v. Warner, 391 F.3d 1008 (9th Cir. 2004) (en banc) [hereinafter Lombardo
160 Id. at 1009.
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onsite commercial advertising. This Oregon law limited freeway signs
to 12 square feet, except for onsite signs. 6 ' To challenge the law,
Lombardo put up a 16 square-foot sign on his residential property
reading, "For Peace in the Gulf.' 1 6 2 The actual wording was, of
course, not a coincidence; he chose that language because that was the
precise message upheld in the successful challenge in City of LaDue.6 3
In a twist, Oregon turned out not to be interested in a legal battle,
so it increased the size of permissible signs, mooting Lombardo's challenge.164 Of course, it is never hard to get into court if you are sufficiently stubborn. Lombardo proceeded to put up a bigger sign that
measured 32 square feet. 65 It is worth noting that a 32 square foot
sign is still relatively tiny; it is smaller than an ordinary garage door.
Litigation finally followed.
Lombardo's challenge to the Oregon law was that it discriminated against non-commercial speech in violation of Metromedia.1 66
As noted above, Metromedia did not explicitly state that non-commercial signs must be permitted wherever commercial speech is permitted, regardless of any other state interest, although that has often
been the conclusion. 67 Here, however, there was no question that
Lombardo could put up his non-commercial message. The question
was its size. Onsite commercial signs were exempt from the 30square-foot limitation, but Lombardo's message was restricted
because it was not an "onsite sign."
2.

The Majority Opinion in Lombardo I

In Lombardo I, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals entered
flights of fancy testing how far the restrictions really ran. At oral
argument, the justices mused whether the law really constrained content when Lombardo was free to make the message on the sign reflect
1 68
a commercial business, thus turning the sign into a commercial sign.
Would not the proposed sign be permissible if "Peace in the Gulf"
was, somehow, Lombardo's business? It was also suggested that
161 Lombardo v. Warner, 353 F.3d 774, 775 (9th Cir. 2003) [hereinafter Lombardo I].
162 Lombardo 11, 391 F.3d at 1009.
163 City of Ladue v. Gilleo, 512 U.S. 43, 47 (1992).
164 Lombardo 1, 353 F.3d at 775.
165 Lombardo 11, 391 F.3d at 1009.
166 Id. at 1009.

See, e.g., Nat'l Adver. Co. v. City of Orange, 861 F.2d 246, 248 (9th Cir. 1988).
168 Lombardo 1, 353 F.3d at 777.
167
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"Peace in the Gulf" would not be prohibited if Lombardo was president of Gulf Veterans Association for Peace.1 69 The state's attorney
17
even admitted that the state had not considered this possibility. 1
Analyzed this way, was not the onsite/offsite distinction just a contentneutral location restriction? Was not Lombardo's sign, in other
words, just in the wrong place?
In what can charitably be described as a cryptic three-page opinion, the Lombardo I court then advanced the view that the onsite/
offsite distinction is merely a time/place/manner distinction.171 As
seen above, this actually contradicts the decision in Metromedia.17 2
However, the Lombardo I majority did make a good point. That
point was that the onsite/offsite distinction was not going to survive
long under Central Hudson.173 The concern, as one of the judges
noted at oral argument, was that something had to be done to prevent
Oregon from looking like Las Vegas. 1 74 That "something" was, apparently, to shovel the onsite/offsite distinction into a category of ordinary content-neutral regulation, and to shoehorn it in if necessary.
3.

The Dissent in Lombardo I

In a blistering 17-page dissent, Judge Fletcher ridiculed the idea
that Oregon could ever lawfully disfavor purely political speech in this
manner. 75 Judge Fletcher also recognized that there was a realistic
possibility that Oregon simply disfavored Lombardo's message. As
she put it in the first paragraph, "James Lombardo could erect a 60square-foot sign that says 'James Lombardo Lives Here' but he cannot
erect a 60-square-foot sign that says 'Vote Bush.' '' 176 What sort of
bizarre wringer has the First Amendment been squeezed through in
order to produce such a result?
Judge Fletcher followed Metromedia in analyzing non-commercial speech.177 She noted that the Oregon statute drew a contentbased distinction by permitting some non-commercial messages, such
169 Audio Tape of Oral Argument, supra note 2.
170 Id.
171 Lombardo 1, 353 F.3d at 778 ("The OMIA defines on premises signs with respect to
location alone, not content.").
172 See supra Part II.C(1).
173 Lombardo 1,353 F.3d at 777-78.
174 Audio Tape of Oral Argument, supra note 2.
175 Lombardo 1, 353 F.3d at 779-88 (Fletcher, J., dissenting).
176 Id. at 779.
177 Id. at 780.
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as directional, informational, and safety messages, while barring political messages in the same space.'l 8 Judge Fletcher accused the majority of trying to create an "onsite/offsite" distinction for noncommercial speech, exactly the sort of distinction the plurality in
Metromedia had made impermissible.179 She further urged the court
to take its previous holding in Foti seriously.18 ° Namely, that a regulaofficer to read a
tion is content-based if it requires an enforcement
181
sign to determine whether the regulation applies.
4.

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals's En Banc Review of
Lombardo I

The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals then granted en banc review
in Lombardo I, which mercifully expunged the panel's opinion from
the federal reporter. 182 The eleven-member panel consisted of Judges
Mary M. Schroeder, Warren J. Ferguson, Andrew J. Kleinfeld, Sidney
R. Thomas, M.M. McKeown, Kim M. Wardlaw, Raymond C. Fisher,
Marsha S. Berzon, Richard R. Clifton, and Jay S. Bybee, in addition to
Judge Tashima, who was the author of the three-judge panel's opinion. 183 However, the en banc court was not able to resolve the issues.
At oral argument in Lombardo H, Judge Kleinfeld commented
that "[i]t seems that what sign Lombardo can display depends entirely
on whether the activity it informs the motorist about is at that loca'
Judge Kleinfeld then suggested that if the
tion, not what it says."184
statute presents no barrier to carrying out any "activity" on the premises, there is no content-based restriction on speech keyed to such an
activity. 185 Were that to be the defense, all zoning laws would have to
be scrutinized under First Amendment jurisprudence. If a sign law
passes First Amendment jurisprudence only because there is no zoning barrier to carrying out any subject matter of activity, all zoning
laws will have to be reviewed for their breadth under the First
Amendment. Do these ordinances really permit activity of every subject matter, therefore permitting any sign of any subject matter, so
178 Id. at 780-82.

179 Id. at 785-86 (Fletcher, J., dissenting).
180 Id. at 781-82.

181 Lombardo 1, 353 F.3d at 781.
182 Lombardo 11, 391 F.3d 1008 (9th Cir. 2004).
183 Id.
184 Audio Tape of Oral Argument, supra note 2.
185 Id.
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long as the person engages in that activity? What sort of zoning laws
and noise ordinances would have to exist for a person to be able to
put up a sign reading, for example: "Be Patriotic-Use Explosives!",
"Blast Your Rap Music Every Night!", or "Support Pedophilia!", if
the sign must accord with an activity on the premises? This type of
analysis would go much further than any First Amendment advocate
has ever suggested was necessary.
The three-judge panel in Lombardo I failed to recognize that
expression of ideas can never be "onsite" or "offsite." The Ninth Circuit previously made this error in National Advertising Co. ,v. City of
Orange:
We interpret Orange's ordinance as prohibiting all signs relating to
activity not on the premises on which the sign is located (except those
exempt by section 17.78.050), and permitting all signs relating to activity on the premises. Whether the message on the signs is commercial
or noncommercial is irrelevant: both commercial and noncommercial
signs are permitted if they relate to activity on the premises and pro86
hibited if they do not.'
5.

The Oregon Supreme Court's Answers to the Ninth Circuit's
Certified Questions

In Lombardo JI, the en banc panel wrestled with unanswered
questions. Since the case had been decided on a motion for judgment
on the pleadings, factual development had not taken place.1 87 Perhaps
looking for a way out, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decided to
certify questions to the Oregon Supreme Court. A simple way to dispose of the Oregon law without revisiting Metromedia was to establish
that it vested "unbridled discretion" in state officials, which would
make it facially invalid, without more.188 Therefore, the Ninth Circuit
certified two questions to the Oregon Supreme Court:
186 Nat'l Adver. Co. v. City of Orange, 861 F.2d 246, 247-48, 274 (9th Cir. 1988).
187 See Lombardo 11, 391 F.3d at 1008-09.
188 See Shuttlesworth v. Birmingham, 394 U.S. 147 (1969). The Shuttlesworth case provided that a person may engage in free speech acts for which a license is required without first
obtaining a license if the licensing scheme places "unbridled discretion" in the licensing officials.
In Desert Outdoor v. City of Moreno Valley, 103 F.3d 814 (9th Cir. 1996), the Ninth Circuit held
that a billboard operator could invoke Shuttlesworth to evade a permit requirement if the licensing scheme is sufficiently vague as to give unbridled discretion to the licensing official to grant or
deny a permit.
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1. What is the meaning of the phrase 'for good cause shown,' as it
appears in [ORS] 377.735(2) [of the] OMIA? Is the interpretation
and application of that phrase entirely within the discretion of the
Department? Does the Department's regulation, [OAR] 734-0600175(2), limit the Department's discretion in applying the 'for good
cause shown' provision? Does Oregon law otherwise limit the
Department's discretion in interpreting and applying the phrase?
2. The OMIA does not contain any explicit time limitation on the
Department's acting on an application for a variance under [ORS]
377.735(2). When a statute, such as [ORS] 377.735(2), contains no
explicit time limitation within which an agency must act, does Oregon
189
law otherwise supply any time limitation on such action?
The Oregon Supreme Court answered these questions more than
one year later. It held: (1) that "good cause" was defined by the fact
that the Oregon Department of Transporation had certain regulations,
such as not permitting a variance for a sign greater than thirty-two
feet, and not allowing "distracting" signs; and (2) that the agency must
act in a "reasonable time," which may vary from case to case. 90
More importantly, the Oregon Supreme Court effectively took
the matter out of the hands of the Ninth Circuit by striking down the
OMIA in pertinent part on the same day. 191 The court turned its
attention to the Oregon Constitution, which provides that "no law
shall be passed restraining the free expression of opinion, or restricting the right to speak, write, or print freely on any subject
whatever[.]"' Thus, the Oregon Supreme Court held that the OMIA
was unconstitutional, "because it requires permits for certain signs,
but not for other signs, based solely on the content of the message on
'
In other words, it struck down the law on state constituthe sign."193
tional grounds consistent with those advanced by the Ninth Circuit in
Foti v. City of Menlo Park.194
189 Lombardo H, 391 F.3d at 1010.

190 Lombardo v. Warner, 132 P.3d 22, 27 (Or. 2006).
191 Id. at 24 ("Moreover, we hold today in Outdoor Media that the OMIA violates Article
I, section 8, of the Oregon Constitution because it requires permits for certain signs, but not for
other signs, based solely on the content of the message on the sign."). See also Outdoor Media
Dimensions, Inc. v. Or. Dep't of Transp., 132 P.3d 5, 7 (Or. 2006).
192 OR. CONST. art. I, § 8.
193 Outdoor Media Dimensions, 132 P.3d at 7; Foti v. Menlo Park, 146 F.3d 629, 639 (9th
Cir. 1998).
194 Outdoor Media Dimensions, 132 P.3d at 5.
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The Oregon Supreme Court was blunt about the consequences of
its decision:
We thus find ourselves faced with the same two unpalatable choices
that the legislature would face: permitting sign owners to display "offpremises" (outdoor advertising) signs without obtaining the permits
required by the OMIA, or imposing new permit and fee requirements
on thousands of individuals and businesses that now have on-premises
signs. We think that, faced with that choice, the legislature would not
have been willing to extend the OMIA's permit and fee requirements
to the large category of new and existing on-premises signs. Accordingly, we conclude that the appropriate remedy in light of our holding
is to strike from the OMIA the permit and fee requirements for out95
door advertising signs.
This article argues that such a result will ultimately be adopted
nationwide.
D. Maldonado: Framing the Issue in the Federal Courts
In another signage First Amendment case, Maldonado v. Harris,
the plaintiff, Nano Maldonado attempted to put up a sign, and applied
for an "off-premises" permit in Silicon Valley.' 96 The permit was
denied because the segment of freeway on which the sign was located
was designated as "landscaped."' 97 However, Maldonado persisted in
erecting the sign, and a nuisance suit was brought against him in state
court. No constitutional issues were raised at that time and the state
198
court eventually ruled against Maldonado.
After losing in state court and after 44 Liquormart was decided,
Maldonado decided that he would challenge the regulation of noncommercial messages in landscaped zones. While he did not raise federal constitutional issues in state court, he proceeded to plaster his
signs with non-commercial messages such as "In God We Trust," and
"Got Faith?"1 99 This set the stage for an even broader challenge than
195 Id. at 19.

196 Maldonado v. Harris, 370 F.3d 945, 948-49 (9th Cir. 2004).
197 Id. at 948; CAL. Bus & PROF. CODE

§§

5440, 5442 (2007).

198 Cal. Dep't of Transp. v. Maldonado, 104 Cal. Rptr. 2d 66, 72-73 (Cal. Ct. App. 2001).
199 Maldonado, 370 F.3d at 949 ("[Maldonado] posted a sign-which he describes as 'political/religious'-which includes the messages 'IN GOD WE TRUST'; 'WE PRAY FOR WORLD
PEACE'; and 'HELP STOP TERRORISM."').
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Lombardo to the regulation of signs displaying non-commercial

messages.
In April 2000, Maldonado filed a federal constitutional challenge.20 0 The district court initially applied the Rooker-Feldman doctrine and declined to hear the challenge as an improper "de facto
appeal" of an adverse state ruling. 2 1 However, on appeal, Senior
Judge Betty Fletcher of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals penned
the unanimous opinion in Maldonado v. Harris, °2 reinstating a lawsuit

against the California Department of Transportation (universally
referred to as "Caltrans"), the billboard regulation authority for the
state.20 3 In permitting the suit to go forward, the Ninth Circuit pushed

the onsite/offsite distinction to the brink of extinction. While the
Ninth Circuit did not announce any new rules in this case, the court
finally broke through the state court barricades that allowed suits to
be disposed on zoning issues alone, requiring First Amendment

attention.
Following remand, the district court granted summary judgment
for Maldonado. 2 4 The court held, citing Metromedia, that billboard
statutes must allow non-commercial signs wherever they allow on-

premises commercial signs.20 5

200 Id. ("On July 2, 2000, Maldonado filed the instant action in the District Court for the
Northern District of California. Maldonado's complaint alleged that the Act violated the First
Amendment on its face and as it had been applied to him and his various advertisements. Maldonado sought a permanent injunction restraining enforcement of the Act, including any
attempts by Caltrans to 'enforce any injunction based upon' the Act.").
201 Id. at 948. The Rooker-Feldman doctrine is one of the tools sometimes misapplied in a
Catch-22 manner to prevent constitutional issues from being litigated at all. It holds that federal
courts may not hear cases that amount to a collateral appeal of a state decision on the grounds of
state court legal error. To paraphrase "The Princess Bride," the doctrine is only mostly dead.
Exxon Mobil Corp. v. Saudi Basic Indus. Corp., 544 U.S. 280, 284 (2005); see also Marshall v.
Marshall, 126 S.Ct. 1735, 1752 (Stevens, J., dissenting) ("Rather than preserving whatever vitality that the "exception" has retained as a result of the Markham dicta, I would provide the
creature with a decent burial in a grave adjacent to the resting place of the Rooker-Feldman
doctrine."). The Ninth Circuit reversed the Rooker-Feldman ruling, pointing out that it was not
seeking to overturn an adverse state ruling on the pertinent constitutional issue, which still to be
heard somewhere. Rooker-Feldman does not apply every time a litigant seeks relief from a
federal court that would effectively moot an adverse state court decision, but only where state
court legal error is the explicit basis for seeking that relief.
202 Maldonado, 370 F.3d at 956.
203 Id. at 948.
204 Maldonado v. Kempton, 422 F. Supp. 2d 1169, 1170 (N.D. Cal. 2006).
205 Id. at 1176 ("As COAA applies to non-commercial speech as a matter of law, the Act
impermissibly favors commercial over non-commercial speech by prohibiting non-commercial
billboards where it permits on-premises commercial billboards. As defendant does not contend
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Although the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the onsite/
offsite distinction in Maldonado, its opinion in that case is ultimately
untenable. The court struck down the ban on billboards in "landscaped" areas, at least if those billboards display non-commercial
messages. 2 6 This eliminated the primary purpose of the FHBA, which
consisted of preventing the signs from lining freeways like a row of
garish lollipops. A property owner may now put up a billboard and
display either onsite commercial messages or non-commercial
messages. Thus, the only thing that the FHBA now prohibits in the
Ninth Circuit is "offsite" commercial speech.
E.

The Basic Problem with the Onsite/Offsite Distinction

The problem, of course, is that the rule in Maldonado-a last
ditch effort to prevent proliferation of billboards by continuing to justify differential treatment for offsite commercial messages-cannot
survive any reasonable scrutiny under the principles announced in
Central Hudson and 44 Liquormart. How does banning only offsite
commercial messages further any legitimate governmental interest, let
alone a "substantial" one? Imagine billboards lining an otherwise
clean freeway, each with important "non-commercial" messages paid
for by various entities pushing all sorts of political and religious ideas.
What governmental interest is served in banning only offsite commercial messages, while permitting other commercial or non-commercial
messages in the same spots?
Such a ban is not sufficiently tailored to the traditionallyadvanced purposes of aesthetics and safety.2 7 . There is no, evidence
that political messages, for example, are more asthetically pleasing or
less likely to distract than commercial ones. Commercial messages
are, after all, specifically designed to entice and attract motorists;
political ones, by contrast, are often meant to inflame them. If noncommercial messages are sometimes less distracting to motorists than
commercial ones, it is only because the advertising executives are not
doing their jobs. In the 2003 California gubernatorial recall election
the non-commercial message by candidate "Angelyne" featuring her
that it has a compelling state interest in prohibiting such non-commercial speech, the Act violates the First Amendment." (quoting Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 526
(1981))).
206 Maldonado, 422 F. Supp. 2d at 1178.
207 Id.
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favored image-a scantily-clad and anatomically unlikely blonde
woman atop a Corvette-was far more attention-grabbing than the
latest toothpaste ad could ever hope to be.
The real purpose behind this targeted ban on offsite commercial
messages is, of course, the real-world understanding that most sign
companies make their money from offsite commercial messages.
Thus, if their main source of revenue is cut off, there will (regulators
hope) be fewer signs. The fit between a content-based distinction
(offsite commercial message ban) and a substantial governmental
interest in "fewer signs" per se is extremely tenuous. Political advertisers will pay too. If that is all that is left of the onsite/offsite distinction, it will not survive the first court that dares risk making its
neighborhood (or, as seen below in Part V, some other neighborhood)
"look like Las Vegas."
It is also a very strange doctrinal First Amendment position to
argue that the government has a legitimate interest, let alone a substantial one, in reducing the total amount of speech or in discouraging
as much speech as possible. An interest in squelching expression,
even if it existed, must be substantially negated by the protection of
the "freedom of speech."
F. Abandoning the Onsite/offsite Distinction
Even acknowledging that the onsite/offsite distinction is purely
content-based only raises the question of whether that legislative classification will withstand the proper level of judicial scrutiny. Leaving
aside for the moment whether sign laws should be subject to strict
scrutiny (plainly the case for non-commercial speech), or the "intermediate" scrutiny level reserved for commercial speech under Central
Hudson, the inquiry always begins with the interests advanced by the
government.2 °8 There are universally two such interests: aesthetics
and traffic safety. 209 The "commercial harm" interest of Central Hudson is notably absent. As the Court in Metromedia pronounced, it is
beyond peradventure that these are at least legitimate governmental
interests, and that traffic safety, at least, can be compelling. 20 Each
has its own issues when it comes to the fit between the legislative classification and the onsite/offsite distinction.
208 See Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 500-01.
209 Id. at 530.
210 Id.
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The Metromedia plurality assumed the fit between the onsite/offsite distinction and the state's interest in traffic safety as an appropriate legislative judgment.211 Other courts have followed suit. 212 It is
doubtful whether this link can withstand judicial inquiry. As noted
above, there is no logical reason to conclude that offsite advertisements are more dangerous, i.e., more distracting to motorists, than
onsite signage.21 3 The onsite/offsite distinction does not explicitly concern size, brightness, or color. Those sorts of distinction are time/
place/manner distinctions, but only if applied to both onsite and offsite signage alike.214 The presumption that an offsite sign is less gaudy
than an onsite sign simply does not make sense.
Accordingly, some courts have suggested, as Metromedia did,
that a legislature could reasonably conclude that frequently changing
billboards are more likely to attract the motorists' attention. 5 However, there is no particular requirement that onsite signs be fixed. In
fact, the federal exemption for onsite signs in the FHBA explicitly
permits onsite signs "which may be changed at reasonable intervals by
electronic process or by remote control. ' 2 16 It is hard to argue that a
billboard for Citibank, even if the message is frequently changed, is
actually more distracting to motorists than an alluring sign placed atop
a nude dancing establishment that happens to be near the freeway.
Certainly, as a matter of law, that conclusion is hard to justify. It is
simply not a very good fit. An example of legislation that is a good fit
would be a law forbidding signs near freeways that look like directional signs, but are misleading. 17
211
212

Id.
E.g., Advantage Adver., Inc. v. City of Hoover, 200 Fed. Appx. 831, 834 (11th Cir.

2006).
213

Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 511.

See Valley Outdoor, Inc. v. City of Riverside, 446 F.3d 948, 949 (9th Cir. 2006) (citing
Outdoor Media Group, Inc. v. City of Riverside, No. E022351, 2003 WL 21384848 (Cal. Ct. App.
January 13, 2000) (upholding ban on blinking signs or electronic messages)).
215 Metromedia, 453 U.S. at 511 (citing Ry. Express Agency, Inc. v. People of N.Y., 336
U.S. 106, 110 (1949)).
216 23 U.S.C. § 131(c)( 3) (2005).
217 CAL. Bus. & PROF. CODE § 5403(b) (2007). Famously, in San Francisco, so-called
"guerrilla artists" put up road signs that looked just like the standard signs but were, in fact,
much better in terms of placement and information than the directional signs already in place.
To its credit, the California Department of Transportation hired the artist full-time and kept the
signs. Hugo Martin, In Artist's Freeway Prank, Form Followed Function, L.A. TIMES, May 9,
2002, at B1, available at 2002 WLNR 12442823.
214
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Aesthetic regulation, on the other hand, is always on thin First
Amendment ice. There is a blurry boundary between aesthetic regulation as a proper expression of the state's police power and improper
viewpoint-based discrimination. George Orwell famously wrote, "[a]ll
art is political; the opinion that art should have nothing to do with
politics is, itself, a political attitude."21' 8 If aesthetic judgments are
political judgments, then aesthetic regulation should be the most
severely scrutinized form of governmental regulation, since it is viewpoint-based discrimination. Few would argue that all aesthetic judgments are per se invalid where they do not particularly seem to have
any value judgments (e.g. regulations that require homeowners to
mow their front lawns). However, we must accept that at some point
an aesthetic judgment does become an impermissible political judgment.2 19 Thus, relying on aesthetics alone is an invitation to endless
litigation. Liberty finds no refuge in a jurisprudence of taste.
As noted above, under LaDue v. Gilleo, courts have recognized
that one of the functions of signs is to communicate not just the message, but the identity of the speaker.2 2 ° Part of the message implicit on
any bumper sticker is "I believe these things. '221 A message "Keep
Abortion Legal" on one's house is not just an exhortation to
lawmakers, but also a statement to one's neighbors that "I believe in
abortion rights." Taken at face value, this means that constraining a
property owner from posting messages that he cares about, but that
do not relate to his own business, is a content-based restriction
because it prohibits the "I believe" message. After LaDue and Maldonado, it is no longer acceptable to argue that location is ever content-neutral except where no speaker's identity can be discerned by
spatial context.
218 GEORGE ORWELL, A COLLECTION OF ESSAYS, "WHY I WRITE" (1946).

219 Often this connection is contrived by litigants. Stories are legion of homeowners who
seek to bring attention to their complaints about restrictions on, for example, house color, by
painting an American flag on the roof.
220 City of Ladue v. Gilleo, 512 U.S. 43, 56 (1992).
221 Incidentally, this explains why political bumper stickers have fallen out of vogue in
some circles, where cars themselves make political statements. Candidates do not always want
to be associated with certain speakers. The Kerry campaign was reputedly not thrilled when
drivers would add Kerry stickers to rear windows of aging Volvos already plastered with a dozen
or so contentious political statements well out of the mainstream. Similarly, the "soccer mom"
vote was wooed by "W" stickers on minivans and outsized SUVs, with which they were expected
to identify.
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The same logic must apply equally to commercial signs and commercial properties as well as to non-commercial signs and residential
properties. The problem arises when the onsite/offsite distinction
becomes a surrogate for all commercial/non-commercial distinctions.
Where can a gas station owner erect a sign reading "Keep Abortion
Legal?" Is this really a non-commercial message in a community
where the message intends to, and does, attract additional customers?
It is worth remembering that the modern American municipal Christmas displays (creches, etc.), which have become so controversial
under the religion clauses of the First Amendment, were not originally
pure expressions of piety, but were intended to encourage shopping
by drawing consumers to the festive downtown areas. In the same
vein, Macy's sponsors Thanksgiving Day parades for more than noncommercial reasons.
The onsite/offsite distinction also loses viability as advertising
becomes more sophisticated. Is the message "Drive Safely!" commercial or non-commercial? Does the message change its nature from
non-commercial to commercial if it is clearly in a font identified with
Chevron or Michelin? If it is an offsite commercial message, does it
still endanger traffic more than an onsite sign for the Spearmint Rhino
Gentleman's Club?
Speech, of course, consists of subtext as well as text. What,
exactly, is the message being conveyed by Phillip Morris in a television commercial that proclaims the evils of "Underage Smoking" by
showing a mean-spirited shopkeeper refusing to sell cigarettes to hiplooking, attractive teenagers who look very disappointed? The subtext (smoking is cool) can easily overwhelm the ostensible message.
On many California freeways, signs reading "Food Grows Where
Water Flows" are tacked on to hay bales and farm trucks indicating
without a doubt that the speaker of this message is the agribusiness
that owns the land. The application of the distinction is unclear. Is it
a commercial or non-commercial message? Does it matter whether
the context is one of drought or plenty?
At the end of the day, the question is whether the First Amendment really contemplates, even tolerates, this kind of parsing. When
compared with narrowly tailored solutions to aesthetics and traffic
safety (such as a ban on blinking signs, signs over a certain size, limitations on proximity of signs, fluorescent colors, or lighting), the answer
must be no. The solution is not to engage in more arcane parsing, but
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to abandon the distinction altogether. The federal courts are slowly
inching toward this conclusion. 222 As seen below, state courts are
much more receptive to change, although perhaps they have not yet
realized the full impact of their decisions in this area of the law.

IV.

STATE CONSTITUTIONS AND THE POLITICS OF BILLBOARDS

Since local interests are often very hostile to billboard cases, wise
plaintiffs prefer federal courts (judges with life tenure) and venues
that are located some distance away from the signs at issue. However,
because the constitutionality of the onsite/offsite distinction has rarely
been tested (or even discussed) in the relatively underdeveloped jurisprudence of state constitutions, this distinction has not become an
insuperable barrier to advancing the protection of free speech under
state constitutional law.
However, it is worth examining the extent of local hostility to billboards. For example, the courts will tell a billboard company that the
company has no standing to bring a constitutional challenge to a zoning ordinance unless it has begun construction on the billboard.22 3
Otherwise, the billboard company is simply in the position of a property owner who faces a change in zoning on his or her property that
does not affect any ongoing activity.224 However, since it is generally
illegal to begin any construction without a permit 22 1 the billboard
operator is faced with a Hobson's choice. The sign will be considered
a per se nuisance if constructed without a permit, and may even be
knocked down on a temporary restraining order or preliminary
injunction before the federal challenge can be litigated to its conclusion. 226 If cleverly applied, this Catch-22 prevents any constitutional
resolution.22 7
222 See, e.g., Ballen v. City of Redmond, 466 F.3d 736 (9th Cir. 2006); Valley Outdoor, Inc.
v. City of Riverside, 446 F.3d 948 (9th Cir. 2006).
223 Stubblefield Constr. Co. v. City of San Bernardino, 38 Cal. Rptr. 2d 413, 424 (Cal. Ct.
App. 1995) ("[P]laintiffs here had no vested right to develop their property in accordance with
the zoning in existence at the time they submitted their review of plans application.").
224 See, e.g., Mang v. Santa Barbara County, 5 Cal. Rptr. 724 (Cal. Dis. Ct. App. 1960).
225 But see Valley Outdoor,446 F.3d 948 (upholding a challenge where permits were filed,
but rejected, under a statute permitting post-construction 'late filing' of sign permits).
226 In Valley Outdoor, 446 F.3d 948, this was precisely the government's litigation strategy,
avoided only by a sua sponte stay of all state court proceedings issued by the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals.
227 See, e.g., Get Outdoors II, LLC v. City of Chula Vista, 407 F. Supp. 2d 1172 (S.D. Cal.
2005).
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However, in Gerawan Farming, Inc. v. Lyons,2 28 the California
Supreme Court upheld a challenge by a plum grower to the California
Marketing Act, which established the California Plum Marketing
Board and required plum growers to finance generic advertising of
plums. 2 29 Gerawan was not properly a sign case, but was actually a
case about forced speech. 3 ° The judges who decided the case may not
have realized the implications of their holdings for outdoor advertising. In Gerawan, the California Supreme Court anticipated the holding by the Oregon Supreme court in Lombardo by some four years.
Similar to the Oregon Constitution, the California Constitution also
provides that "[e]very person may freely speak, write and publish his
or her sentiments on all subjects, being responsible for the abuse of
this right. A law may not restrain or abridge liberty of speech or
press. ' 23 1 The Gerawan court held that "on all subjects" means
exactly that, and the court did not tolerate distinctions between categories of commercial and non-commercial speech.2 32
However, unlike the Oregon Supreme Court, which steered clear
of substantial comment on federal First Amendment law and its contradictions, the Gerawan court openly ridiculed the "somewhat protection" offered by the First Amendment to commercial speech, as
opposed to non-commercial speech.23 3 The court also noted that the
California Constitution, ratified in 1974, predated the modern commercial speech law, and thus was not developed in light of the subsequent federal jurisprudence.2 34 From this modern ideological vantage
point (ironically, a world shaped by the most recent expansions of free
speech under federal law), the California Supreme court treated Central Hudson and its progeny as a novel limitation on commercial
speech rather than the beginning of a trend toward greater protection.
So far, no outdoor advertiser has dared to see if the California
228 Gerawan Farming, Inc. v. Lyons, 12 P.3d 720 (Cal. 2000).
229 Id.
230 Id.
231 CAL. CONST., art. I,§ 2 (emphasis added).
232 "[A]rticle I's right to freedom of speech, unlike the First Amendment's, is 'unlimited' in
scope. Whereas the First Amendment does not embrace all subjects, article I does indeed do so,
in ipsissimis verbis: 'Every person may freely speak, write and publish his or her sentiments on
all subjects' (CAL. CONST., art. I, § 2, subd. (a))." Gerawan Farming, 12 P.3d at 736. Its holding
on the equal dignity of commercial and non-commercial speech was further expressed in Parris
v. Superior Court, 135 Cal. Rptr. 2d 90, 96-98 (Cal. Ct. App. 2003).
233 Gerawan Farming, 12 P.3d at 738-39.
234 Id. at 737.
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Supreme Court would follow its own reasoning to strike down the
onsite/offsite distinction altogether.2 3 Yet it seems impossible that
this doctrine can remain in California absent the automatic devaluation of commercial speech, as in Central Hudson.
One reason for the sign operators' reluctance is the politics of
place: the California Supreme Court sits in San Francisco and not in
the state's capital. In one sense, being in San Francisco is a great boon
for the court. Having the California Supreme Court in the heart of
one of the nation's most distinct and vibrant cities encourages the best
and the brightest to work for the court at all levels. However, San
Francisco has also pushed the idea of aesthetic regulation to its limits,
perhaps even beyond them. Outdoor advertisers are justly wary of
asking the California Supreme Court to make any decision that would
affect the San Francisco skyline.
An event that provides an interesting parallel to the reaction of
the California Supreme Court is when the city and county of San
Francisco began performing same-sex marriages without explicit
authorization in 2004.236 What followed resembled a full-employment
act for every legal foundation of every political stripe in the state. The
California Supreme Court, however, was uncomfortably close to these
237
events-literally across the street from San Francisco City Hall.
The court declined demands for immediate intervention, and then
postponed a decision for more than a year before agreeing to hear a
case involving these issues.238 When the court finally ruled, more than
a year after the lower court (in Sacramento) enjoined the process, the
239
opinion read as an expected affirmance, invalidating the marriages.
If the California Supreme Court was instead situated in Sacramento, a
more conservative city by almost any measure, it might well have been
more willing to invalidate the marriages earlier. Similarly, if the California Supreme Court was situated near the 1-80 corridor in Sacra235 This trend does not hold everywhere. Cf. Montana Media, Inc. v. Flathead County, 67
P.3d 262 (Mont. 2003) (upholding the onsite/offsite distinction without reference to the Montana
Constitution).
236 Lockyer v. City and County of San Francisco, 95 P.3d 459, 464-65 (Cal. 2004).
237 Howard Mintz, Celebrity Added to San Francisco Gay Marriage Issue: Court's Moderate
Streak Muddies Outlook on Vote Californiato Urge Justices to Step in Early, SAN JOSE MERCURY
NEWS, February 27, 2004, at Al.
238 Josh Richman, Cases on Gay Nuptials in Court: Local Governments' Power is Central
Issue; Arguments Begin Today, ALAMEDA TIMES-STAR (Cal.), May 25, 2004, available at 2004
WLNR 17062339.
239 Lockyer, 95 P.3d at 459.
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mento, which is lined by billboards advertising Lake Tahoe skiing and
Nevada casinos, outdoor advertisers might be more daring in
approaching the court.
Contrast the situation of outdoor advertising with the result in
24 ° Mr. Cohen was prosecuted for wearing a
Cohen v. California.
jacket expressing opposition to the Vietnam War using a four-letter
expletive. There, the Supreme Court wrote that, "[t]hose in the Los
Angeles courthouse could effectively avoid further bombardment of
their sensibilities simply by averting their eyes.2' 4 1 It is hard to imagine a billboard with the same message prompting such a response
from the United States Supreme Court. It is even harder to imagine
any court responding as did the Cohen court did in this passage:
How is one to distinguish this from any other offensive word? Surely
the State has no right to cleanse public debate to the point where it is
grammatically palatable to the most squeamish among us. Yet no
readily ascertainable general principle exists for stopping short of that
result were we to affirm the judgment below. For, while the particular
four-letter word being litigated here is perhaps more distasteful than
most others of its genre, it is nevertheless often true that one man's
vulgarity is another's lyric. Indeed, we think it is largely because governmental officials cannot make principled distinctions in this area
that the Constitution leaves matters of taste and style so largely to the
individual.242
Would the United States Supreme Court have ruled differently if
Mr. Cohen had held aloft a small sign, rather than putting words on
his jacket? Probably not. Is one man's vulgarity really less lyrical
when displayed on a larger sign? 243 If so, then how much does size
Cohen v. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971).
Id. at 21-22.
242 Id. at 25.
243 This term, the Supreme Court ruled that a school could properly bar a student from
displaying a sign declaring "Bong Hits 4 Jesus" during a school-sponsored activity. Morse v.
Frederick., 127 S. Ct. 2618 (2007). The Court's decision did not break new ground in sign regulation. It was premised on the fact that the speakers were minor children engaged in a school
event, and the sign-although Dadaist in inspiration-could be reasonably interpreted as advocating drug use. However, the Supreme Court went out of its way to hold that offensiveness per se
did not justify the ban on speech. Id. at 2629 ("[T]hat case should not be read to encompass any
speech that could fit under some definition of 'offensive.' After all, much political and religious
speech might be perceived as offensive to some. The concern here is not that Frederick's speech
was offensive, but that it was reasonably viewed as promoting illegal drug use."). The Ninth
240
241
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matter? Cannot the motorist also avert his or her eyes, just like those
who were offended by Mr. Cohen's jacket? Shouldn't he? Surely
offensive free expression is not protected only because it is small or
ineffective. Yet, all state and local billboard regulations ban four-letter words. 2" Indeed, many go much further than regulation of printed
material. However, if billboards are, in fact, a medium of communication, then the ban on billboard obscenities is reminiscent of nothing so
much as FCC regulation, which invokes an entirely different set of
principles. Such reasoning might be much more constitutionally justifiable than the bare assertion in Metromedia that each medium is
"different."
However, if courts and legislatures embrace a new view, federal
courts will also confront the contradictions of a doctrine that has
grown up to shield, rather than scrutinize, the regulation of commercial sign speech. For example, it is far from obvious that the California and Oregon constitutions, which proclaim the freedom to speak
"on any subject,"2'45 are really any different than the First Amendment's more simply-worded protection of "the freedom of speech," if
the word "freedom" is given any serious thought at all. What does
freedom of speech mean except the freedom to discuss any subject?
In fact, the Gerawan Court really did no more than the United States
Supreme Court should have done years ago in Central Hudson, had
the United States Supreme Court not been so afraid of the practical
effects of eliminating reams of content-based speech regulation for
signs. Now that Justice O'Connor has retired from United States
Supreme Court, her genius for striking a political balance, regardless
of theoretical consistency, in upholding or discarding regulation, may
not be repeated in the future.

Circuit had a similar view of a school's authority to regulate student speech at school events, and
even averred that the school could have banned "Cohen's famous jacket" at a school event, but
it did not view the "Bong Hits 4 Jesus" occasion as a school-sponsored event. On this point it
was overruled. Frederick v. Morse, 439 F.3d 1114 (9th Cir. 2006), rev'd sub nom. Morse v. Frederick, 127 S.Ct. 2618 (2007).
244 Recently, however, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit overturned a Missouri statute banning "sexually suggestive" billboards under Central Hudson's "intermediate
scrutiny" test as not being narrowly tailored. Passions Video, Inc. v. Jay Nixon, 458 F.3d 837, 843
(8th Cir. 2006).
245 CAL. CONST., art. I, § 2; OR. CONST., art. I, § 8.
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CONCLUSION

When the United States Supreme Court adopted modern free
speech ideology under the First Amendment and accorded commercial speech constitutional protection, it nonetheless settled on a content-based political middle ground with Central Hudson, which
afforded lesser protection to commercial speech. Almost immediately, in Metromedia, the court confronted the serious political realities of sign ordinances nationwide even under that lower standard...
and the court shrank from the implications. Today, First Amendment
law and protection of speech are catching up with Metromedia, setting
a collision course that someday soon will abolish the offsite/onsite distinction altogether. Unless new regulations are enacted, sooner rather
than later, municipalities everywhere will confront an explosion of
outdoor commercial advertising and expensive litigation.
The new ordinances may do the following:
1. Consolidate all sign categories to a single category "sign" with
certain limited exceptions, each one specifically justified with a special
statement of purpose.
2. Regulate all signs by content-neutral time/place/manner criteria, including favored onsite signs. Examples are bans on flashing
signs, nighttime illumination, and sign size, again, for all signs, except
where there are special justifications possible (e.g., temporary signs
for temporary events).
3. The sheer number of signs can be regulated, but regulating sign
proximity is a tricky issue, requiring some sort of neutral mechanism
for allowing some property owners to erect signs, but not others. Economics of the industry will dictate the total number of signs as well,
but the marketplace is a poor judge of aesthetics. Today, the FHBA
and its state counterparts require no more than one sign every 500
feet along a freeway.2 46 This can have the effect of permitting some
property owners to display messages while at the same time silencing
others. The usual rule in most places, "first-in-time, first-in-right,"
may prove insufficient to overcome constitutional objections, to the
extent it entrenches some speakers and permanently silences others.
4. Cities can regulate the frequency of changes of content on
larger signs, applied to all signs of a certain size, including onsite and
246 See, e.g., CAL. Bus. AND PROF. CODE § 5408(d) (2007); S.D. CONSOL.
67(2) (2007); Scadron v. City of Des Plaines, 734 F. Supp. 1437 (N.D. I11.1990).
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non-commercial signs. Similarly, limitations on electronic signs with
changing content are also permissible.
5. A ban on freestanding sign structures above a certain size may
be enacted, eliminating most standard freeway "bulletins." Signs on
the walls of existing buildings do not add to visual clutter in the same
way that freestanding structures do, sprouting like a string of oversized popsicle sticks along freeways.2 4 v
These proposals are just the beginning of the real work necessary
to craft constitutional legislation that will serve the aesthetic needs of
municipalities. This is necessary work because it is only a matter of
time before the onsite/offsite distinction is wiped off the books altogether and laid to rest in a grave next to other extinct, politicallyinspired doctrines that once wrought havoc, but that we now can
scarcely believe ever existed.

247 GK Ltd. Travel v. City of Lake Oswego, 436 F.3d 1064 (9th Cir. 2006) (upholding ban
on all pole signs, commercial and non-commercial, as content neutral).

